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Summary

Soft robots that are built from materials with mechanical properties similar
to those of living tissues can achieve tasks like never before in comparison to
conventional rigid robots. Powered by the compliance of soft materials and
novel structure designs, complex motion (e.g., bending, twisting, and exten-
sion) can be accomplished in robotic bodies. We now see soft robots being
used to grasp fragile objects and detect confined areas. However, conventional
modeling and control approaches, which rely on the rigidity of the robot body,
are less effective when directly applied to soft robotic systems. Therefore,
new methods and algorithms need to be developed that allow modeling and
kinematics control for soft robots.

In model-based robot control, kinematics comprise the fundamental
knowledge that can be used to build the mathematical connection between
control parameters and robot status. Unlike rigid robots, whose kinematics are
well studied and have fast (analytical) solutions, effective and general kine-
matics computing methods for soft robot systems are still lacking. Accord-
ing to the modeling perspective (i.e., forward kinematics (FK)), predicting the
whole-body shape of soft robots under actuation is a non-trivial task since the
non-linear deformation in robot bodies and the hyperplastic properties of soft
materials create challenges in balancing accuracy and computational costs in
existing FK models. The lack of modeling tools further brings the difficul-
ties in developing advanced algorithms to inverse kinematics (IK) and (statics)
control thereafter. This Ph.D. project aims to develop a general soft robot kine-
matics computing pipeline, that can contribute to the effective control of soft
robot systems to accomplish given tasks.

A fast numerical simulator for soft robots is firstly presented in this thesis,
in which the shape of the robot body is discretely represented by volumetric
elements. The development of this simulator was inspired by the fact that the
hard-to-model actuation input (e.g., cable force, pressure, and electronic field)
in soft robot systems can be directly modeled or transformed to fit the shape
change in actuation elements. An optimization pipeline was built to minimize
elastic energy in the body elements and compute the deformed shape with ac-
tuation parameters as input. As a general numerical simulator, it supports the
modeling of various types of actuation, and the hyperelastic soft material prop-
erties are integrated. A fast collision checking and response model was added
to predict the behavior of soft robots under robot-robot collisions and robot-
environment interactions. The numerical computing process of our simulator
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shows good convergence, even for soft robots with large (rotational) defor-
mation in their bodies, and can therefore balance the computational cost and
model precision. In comparison to commercial finite element analysis (FEA)
software, this geometry-based simulator demonstrates a 20-fold faster com-
puting speed, and the simulation result can well fit the shape that was captured
from the physical setup.

The IK problem of soft robots is defined as computing proper actuation
parameters that drive soft robots to accomplish given tasks. In this thesis,
task-specific IK objectives (which are mainly geometrically defined) are for-
mulated, and the optimal actuation parameters are detected using gradient-
based iteration. Through the developed simulator, the gradients of objective
functions are estimated using numerical differences. The sequence of motion
can be successfully computed using this IK solver, and its efficiency has been
verified in two case studies, which include path-following and object pick-and-
place.

For the final stage of this Ph.D. project, the speed and precision of the IK
solver are enhanced through machine learning. Fully connected neural net-
works are invited to fit functions of FK and the Jacobian of IK-related ob-
jectives. With the high efficiency in the forward propagation of networks (in
analytical form), the gradient-based IK solver can run in real-time. Sim-to-real
transfer learning is applied to eliminate the reality gap and make the computed
actuation parameters more precise in physical setups. Applying sim-to-real
transfer learning can also benefit the efficiency of the data generation process.
In our pipeline, massive training data is first generated in a virtual environment
using a fast simulator; thereafter, a lightweight network layer is employed to
map the result of the simulation to the physical hardware. As a result, the
amount of physical data can be reduced by 60% to train a network that accu-
rately computes IK solutions.

In conclusion, this dissertation presents a pipeline that computes kinemat-
ics solutions for soft robots. A fast geometry-based simulator is presented to
contribute to building an iteration-based numerical IK solver. Machine learn-
ing is applied to accelerate IK computing to real-time speed with enhanced
precision. Task-specific kinematics control is realized in different soft robot
systems to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The algorithms
and code presented in this Ph.D. thesis are open-sourced for researchers and
designers, and have the potential to become a general tool for designing and
controlling soft robots. Future studies on the design optimization and high-
level control of soft robots can all benefit from the research outcomes of this
project.
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Samenvatting

Zachte robots, die zijn gemaakt van materialen met mechanische eigen-
schappen die vergelijkbaar zijn met levend weefsel, kunnen hele nieuwe taken
uitvoeren in vergelijking met conventionele starre robots. Door het vermo-
gen van zachte materialen om zich aan te passen aan externe vormen en
bijbehorende nieuwe ontwerpen voor hun structuur, kunnen complexe be-
wegingen (bijvoorbeeld., buigen, draaien en uitzetting) uitgevoerd worden in
robotlichamen. We zien nu dat zachte robots worden gebruikt om kwets-
bare objecten vast te pakken en besloten ruimtes te detecteren. Conventionele
modellerings- en besturingsbenaderingen, die gebaseerd zijn op de stijfheid
van een robotlichaam, zijn minder effectief wanneer ze rechtstreeks worden
toegepast op zachte robots. Daarom moeten nieuwe methoden en algoritmen
worden ontwikkeld die modellering en kineastische controle van zachte robots
mogelijk maken.

Bij de modelgebaseerde robotbesturing omvat kinematica de fundamentele
kennis die de wiskundige verbinding legt tussen besturingsparameters en
robotstatus. In tegenstelling tot starre robots, waarvan de kinematica goed
is bestudeerd en snelle (analytische) oplossingen zijn gerealiseerd, ontbreken
nog algemene en effectieve rekenmethoden voor de kinematica voor zachte
robotsystemen. Vanuit het modellering oogpunt, gebaseerd op voorwaartse
kinematica (FK), is het voorspellen van de vorm van het hele lichaam van
aangedreven zachte robots geen triviale taak. De niet-lineaire vervormingen in
zachte robotlichamen en de hyperplastische eigenschappen van de gebruikte
zachte materialen zorgen voor uitdaging bij het in evenwicht brengen van de
bewegingsnauwkeurigheid en de rekenkosten in bestaande voorwaartse kine-
matica modellen. Het huidige gebrek aan modellering hulpmiddelen geeft ook
problemen bij het ontwikkelen van geavanceerde algoritmen voor inverse kine-
matica (IK) en de (statische) controle daarvan. Dit promotieonderzoek heeft
tot doel een algemeen bruikbare pijplijn voor het berekenen van de kinemat-
ica voor zachte robots te ontwikkelen, die kan bijdragen aan een effectieve
controle om specifieke taken uit te voeren.

In dit proefschrift wordt eerst een snelle numerieke simulator voor zachte
robots gepresenteerd, waarbij de vorm van het robotlichaam in afzonderli-
jke volume elementen wordt opgedeeld. De ontwikkeling van deze simulator
is geı̈nspireerd op het feit dat de moeilijk te modelleren aandrijvingen (bi-
jvoorbeeld kabelkracht, druk of elektrisch veld) in zachte robotlichamen di-
rect kan worden gemodelleerd of getransformeerd naar de vormverandering
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in een volume element. Er is een zelflerende pijplijn gebouwd om de elastis-
che energie in de volume elementen van het soft robotlichaam te minimalis-
eren en de vervormde vorm te berekenen met de aandrijf parameters als in-
voer. De ontwikkelde algemene numerieke simulator ondersteunt de model-
lering van de verschillende soorten aandrijving en ook zijn de hyperelastische
eigenschappen van de gebruikte zachte materialen geı̈ntegreerd. Tevens is een
snel controle- en responsmodel voor botsingen toegevoegd om het gedrag bij
botsingen tussen robots onderling en interacties met de omgeving, waarin de
robots werken, te voorspellen.

Het numerieke rekenproces van de simulator vertoont een goede con-
vergentie, zelfs voor zachte robotlichamen met grote (rotatie)vervorming, en
brengt de bewegingsnauwkeurigheid van het model en de rekenkosten in even-
wicht. De op geometrie gebaseerde simulator demonstreert, in vergelijking
met de commerciële software voor eindige-elementenanalyse, een 20-maal
hogere rekensnelheid, en het simulatieresultaat past goed bij de beweging die
wordt gemeten in de fysieke opstelling.

Het IK-probleem van zachte robots wordt gedefinieerd als het berekenen
van de juiste parameters voor de aandrijving die zachte robots ertoe aanzetten
bepaalde taken uit te voeren. In dit proefschrift worden taak specifieke IK-
doelen (die voornamelijk geometrisch zijn gedefinieerd) geformuleerd en wor-
den de optimale parameters voor de aandrijving gedetecteerd met behulp
van een op gradiënten gebaseerde iteratie. De ontwikkelde simulator schat
de gradiënten van objectieve functies met behulp van numerieke verschillen.
De bewegingsvolgorde wordt succesvol berekend met behulp van deze IK-
oplosser, en de uiteindelijke efficiëntie is geverifieerd in twee praktijkstudies,
gebaseerd op het volgen van bewegingspaden en het kiezen en plaatsen van
objecten.

Als laatste fase van dit PhD-project worden de snelheid en nauwkeurigheid
van de IK-oplosser verbeterd door middel van zelflerende algoritmen (machine
learning). Volledig verbonden neurale netwerken worden gebruikt om functies
van FK te fitten met de Jacobiaan van IK-gerelateerde doelen. Door de hoge
efficiëntie in de voorwaartse voortplanting, van invoerlaag naar uitvoerlaag, in
het neurale netwerk (in analytische vorm), kan de op gradiënten gebaseerde
IK-oplosser in realtime worden uitgevoerd. Door toepassing van een leerpro-
ces, om de simulatie naar de realiteit te kunnen vertalen, worden de berek-
ende parameters voor de aandrijving, die gebruikt worden in fysieke opstelling,
nauwkeuriger. Dit leerproces komt ook de efficiëntie van de generatie van data
ten goede. In de zelflerende pijplijn worden eerst in een virtuele omgeving
grote hoeveelheden trainingsgegevens gegenereerd door een snelle simulator;
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daarna wordt een lichtgewicht netwerklaag gebruikt om het resultaat van de
simulatie op de fysieke hardware af te beelden. Met als gevolg dat de noodza-
kelijke hoeveelheid fysieke gegevens met 60% kan worden verminderd om een
netwerk te trainen dat nauwkeurige IK-oplossingen berekent.

Tot slot, dit proefschrift presenteert een pijplijn die kinematica-
oplossingen voor zachte robots berekent. Een snelle, op geometrie gebaseerde
simulator wordt gepresenteerd om bij te dragen aan het bouwen van een op
iteratie gebaseerde numerieke IK-oplosser. Zelflerende algoritmen worden
toegepast om IK-berekeningen te versnellen tot een realtime niveau met verbe-
terde nauwkeurigheid. Met diverse zachte robots is de taakspecifieke controle
door kinematica gerealiseerd om zo de effectiviteit van de voorgestelde meth-
ode te verifiëren. De algoritmen en code gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift zijn
open source voor onderzoekers en ontwerpers en hebben het potentieel om een
algemeen hulpmiddel te worden voor het ontwerpen en besturen van zachte
robots. Toekomstige studies naar de optimalisatie van het ontwerp en de real-
isatie van een kwaliteit aansturing voor zachte robots kunnen zo profiteren van
de onderzoeksresultaten van dit project.
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Glossary

Abbreviations

3D Three Dimensional
AM Additive Manufacturing
AABB Axis-Aligned Bounding Box
BVH Bounding-Volume Hierarchies
DOF(s) Degree(s) Of Freedom
DEA Dielectric Elastomer Actuators
FK Forward Kinematics
FNN Feedforward Neural Network
FE Finite Element
FEA Finite Element Analysis
FDM Fused Deposition Modeling
IK Inverse Kinematics
LSTM Long Short-Term Memory
TPU Thermoplastic Polyurethane

Definitions

3D Printing See Additive Manufacturing

Additive Manufacturing (AM) A manufacturing method that creates three
dimensional objects by depositing materials according to the order created by
digital files, usually in layers.

Collision Checking Detecting the intersection of two or more objects.

Collision Response Models and algorithms that predict the behavior of two
objects following a collision and other forms of contact.

Degrees of Freedom (DOFs) The number of independent aspects of motion
that determine the configuration of a mechanical system.

Feedforward Neural Network A machine learning algorithm that consists of
an artificial neural network with no feedback connections.

Geometric Modeling A branch of methods and algorithms that study the
mathematical description of shapes.
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Hyperelastic Material A type of constitutive material that can have extremely
large elastic deformation. Meanwhile, the stress–strain relationship is nonlin-
ear and derives from a strain energy density function.

Kinematics The relationship between the dimensions and connectivity of kine-
matic chains and the position, velocity, and acceleration of each of the links in
the robotic system.

Long Short-Term Memory A machine learning algorithm that consists of an
artificial recurrent neural network structure with feedback connections.

Machine Learning A type of artificial intelligence (AI) that builds algorithms
to build models based on training data to make predictions without explicitly
programming.

Open-Loop Control A control system in which feedback is not detected or
the input command or control process is not influenced regardless of whether
the output has achieved the desired goal.

Robot A machine that can automatically replicate certain movements and
functions.

Configuration Space A complete specification of the position of every point
in a robotics system.

Task Space The position and orientation of the end effector of a robot.

Soft Robot A robot that is primarily composed of materials with moduli in the
range of the moduli of soft biological materials (Young’s moduli between 104

and 109 Pa)

Under-Actuated System A system in which the number of actuators is less
than the number of degrees of freedom of the system



1
Introduction

Soft robots have demonstrated great potential in achieving tasks that cannot
be achieved by conventional rigid robots. Therefore, they broaden the applica-
tions of robotics and bring much attention to the research field. As the main fo-
cus of this PhD research, this chapter first provides a brief introduction to soft
robots from the perspectives of design, actuation, and application. The defini-
tion of operation spaces for soft robots is then presented, which is followed by
the definition of forward and inverse kinematics (FK and IK) computing. As
essential functions for the modeling and control of soft robots, the research ob-
jective of this PhD dissertation is developing a general computational pipeline
to solve the kinematics of soft robots at a fast speed with high precision. The
challenges to reaching this goal are presented in four research questions which
are explained in detail and solved using corresponding research cycles. This
chapter ends with the organization of this dissertation.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Evolution from (a) rigid-link robot arm (Image credit: ABB Inc.) to (b)
continuum manipulator [1] and (c) soft robot arm [2].

1.1 Introduction of Soft Robots

In the past decades, engineers and designers have worked together to develop
advanced industrial robot systems to execute specific functions and opera-
tions [3]. Constructed with rigid links and driven by motors, rigid robot manip-
ulators (as illustrated in Fig. 1.1(a)) generally operate with high precision and
can work in a well-structured working environment to repeat manually guided
motions [4]. Those properties allow them to be deployed in processing lines
to conduct highly repetitive operations, even in dirty and dangerous environ-
ments. For manufacturing and construction industries, robots now play an im-
portant role in replacing manual work and supporting automations [5]. How-
ever, those conventional robots demonstrate less compatibility when placed
in agricultural and horticultural industries where operation spaces can be un-
structured and full of (dynamic) obstacles [6]. For example, making robots
that can effectively harvest fruit like human hands to support sustainability in
agriculture is challenging. When grasping fruit, rigid manipulators with low
Degrees-of-Freedom (DoFs) can easily collapse other branches, and the rigid
gripper can damage the target fragile objects. Due to the rigidness exhibited by
robotic bodies, conventional robots have a limited ability to work with humans
in industry settings. Although external sensor/vision systems and advanced
control algorithms have been developed to allow force-feedback control and
a certain level of human-robot interaction, a smart co-robot working principle
with guaranteed collision-free motions has not yet been achieved in the robot
industry.
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Figure 1.2: Bio-inspired soft robots designs. (a) Soft robot fish [10]. (b) Soft robot
octopus [11]. (c) Soft legged robot [12]

Figure 1.3: Soft robot manipulators that were developed for industry applications.

Since the early ’80s, robotic engineers have incorporated compliance into
the structure of robots and developed continuum robots [7]. As illustrated in
Fig. 1.1(b), these robots contain a set of rigid blocks that can bend like an
elephant’s trunk [1]. In the automobile industry, Tesla has applied continuum
robots as part of the automatic charging system [8]. Nevertheless, those manip-
ulators are far from satisfying since they are still constructed by a large group
of rigid components and have difficulty with safely interacting with environ-
ments and humans. Since the 2000s, soft robots (e.g., Fig. 1.1(c)) have been
designed with maximized DoFs and have been used to explore full compliance
in robot bodies. According to Rus and Tolley [9], soft robots are fabricated
with materials that fit Young’s modulus with less than 109 MPa. The usage of
soft material means that such robots can absorb energy when collisions happen
and, therefore, become harmless when interacting with humans.

Soft robots can achieve complex deformations including expanding, bend-
ing, and twisting with the help of novel structure designs [16, 17, 18, 19]. The
designs of soft robots from an earlier stage were bio-inspired, which was nat-
ural since muscle-like robot bodies can be actuated to mimic the behavior of
living creatures. Fig. 1.2(a) and Fig. 1.2(b) present the design of a soft robot
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Figure 1.4: Soft robot systems with different actuation types. (a) A soft robot hand
that is driven by cable force [13]. (b) A soft finger that is driven by pneumatic actuation
with pressure [13]. (c) The design of a dielectric elastomer-driven soft gripper [14].
(d) A soft warping robot that is driven by magnetic fields [15].

fish and octopus [10, 11]. These robots were fabricated from silicone rubber
and can explore the underwater environment. Soft-legged robots can perform
locomotion in obstacle-dense environments like worms [12] (this is illustrated
Fig. 1.2(c)). Reinforced by soft muscles that can be driven rapidly by elec-
trical signals, soft robots can even mimic the motion of cheetahs [20]. How-
ever, soft manipulators have been designed for and used in the food industry
for picking-and-placing fragile objects (e.g., the pneumatic-driven soft gripper
and manipulators [21, 22] illustrated in Fig. 1.3(a) and Fig. 1.3(c)). For a sim-
ilar application in the fishery industry, soft grippers that were fabricated with
extremely soft materials have been used to cage and capture jellyfish and sea
urchins [23] (illustrated in Fig. 1.3(d)). Members of the Industrial Design En-
gineering Faculty at TU Delft have developed a pipeline to integrate soft robot
actuators, sensors, and regular rigid components to develop products that dis-
play desired behaviors [24]. They demonstrated a soft robotic prototype that
can mimic the behavior of humans by engaging in behaviors such as hand
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shaking (see Fig. 1.3(b)).

Soft robots can be driven through different types of actuation systems,
where most of the types are provided through external power sources [25].
Fig. 1.4 presents four types of actuation: cable force, pressure, electronic
voltage, and magnetic fields. Since the actuation system is separate from
the robot body, soft robots can be lightweight and achieve high power-to-
weight ratios [26]. Artificial exoskeletons that are powered by soft robot ac-
tuators [27, 28] have been developed by taking advantage of these properties.
The usage of off-bodied actuation equipment allows soft actuators themselves
to become free of metal and electronic components. Therefore, they could
operate in humid or electromagnetic shielding environments. As an example,
soft robotic manipulators are now being applied in intraoperative MRI-guided
micro-surgeries to detect organ lesions and cut tumors [29, 30].

With numerous advantages in comparison to traditional rigid robots and
as a newly developed robot family, soft robots have tremendously broadened
the application of robotic systems. Studies have been conducted to identify
smart soft materials [31], generate novel structure designs [32], and develop
advanced fabrication processes [33]. Another key challenge is modeling and
control. In this direction, existing approaches in the robotics research field
assume classical levels of rigidity in the structure and, therefore, are less ef-
fective for soft robots [9]. The lack of effective modeling tools and control
algorithms for soft robots not only creates challenges for industrial designers
to develop novel soft robot systems but also lowers their efficiency when ap-
plied in industrial applications. To tackle the challenges of model and control,
this Ph.D. dissertation focuses on solving the fundamental problem for kine-
matics computing of soft robots. The details of this problem are presented in
the next section.
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Figure 1.5: An illustration of the operation spaces for (a) conventional rigid-bodied
robot arm and (b) soft robot manipulator.

1.2 Kinematics for Soft Robots

Soft robots can change their body shape with high degrees of flexibility and
complexity. It is essential to develop smart algorithms in modeling and mo-
tion planning to maximize their performance and support their usage in real-
world applications. Regarding the problem of robotics control, kinematics
is a fundamental function that describes the connections between operating
spaces. As presented in Fig. 1.5(a), the kinematics of conventional rigid-
bodied robots build the mapping between robot joint angles and the pose of
the end-effector. As discussed in the previous section, soft robots are driven
by off-body actuation and their body configuration can contain high/infinite
DoFs. In this section, we first present the definition of operation spaces (illus-
trated in Fig. 1.5(b)) for soft robots and then formulate the forward and inverse
kinematics problems.

Actuator Space: Constructed by actuation parameters (e.g., cable force, pres-
sure, voltage, etc.) as the main control space for soft robots. The dimension of
actuator space is defined by the number of actuation parameters (e.g., chamber
number for pneumatic-driven soft robots).

Configuration Space: The configuration space for soft robots refers to the
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shape of the robotic body under deformation, which can be described discretely
by finite element(FE) systems or locally defined shape parameters (e.g., the arc
angle as illustrated in Fig. 1.5(b)). In this thesis, we focus on using FE systems
to describe the configuration space since many soft robot applications require
control of the whole body shape of soft robots. One should notice that the
dimension of the configuration space can be large or even infinite.

Task Space: The task space is defined as the status of the regions of interest
(ROI) that can be detected directly using the robot’s configuration. In general,
it contains the position/orientation information of the end-effector. In this the-
sis, we define a soft robot as a redundant system when the dimension of the
task space is less than the actuator space.

Unlike rigid robots in which kinematics computing is comprehensively
studied, soft robots still lack a general and effective pipeline to support the
computing of kinematics. The forward kinematics (FK) of soft robots refer
to predicting the shape change of the robot body in configuration space when
actuation is applied. Building an efficient and precise FK model supports the
computing of inverse kinematics (IK) solutions, as it allows the usage of a nu-
merical solver with Jacobian-based iteration. When the control task focuses on
the end-effector, the IK problem is defined as finding actuation parameters (or
sequences) that drive the pose of the end-effector following the target motion
in task space. When achieving tasks such as grasping and locomotion, which
require the consideration of a full-body shape, IK can also be performed to
compute parameters in actuator space with a given target shape that is defined
in configuration space.

To tackle the problem of soft robot kinematics computing, the research
objective for this PhD project is developed as:

Develop a fast and effective kinematics computing pipeline for soft robots,
which is essential in modeling the behavior of soft robots and achieving task-
specific kinematics control in practical applications.

The challenges of achieving this research objective are discussed in detail
and transformed into four research questions in the next section.
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1.3 Research Questions

The objective of this Ph.D. project contains two tasks:

1) Developing a fast and effective modeling tool to predict the behavior of
soft robots under actuation;

2) Computing proper actuation parameters (or sequences) for soft robots
to accomplish given tasks.

The first task refers to computing the FK of soft robots. Fig. 1.6 provides
a summary of existing methods1. Among all the methods, numerical models
can directly predict the shape of soft robots by solving a finite element (FE)
system. With carefully selected element types (e.g., tetrahedral or hexahedral)
and mesh density, novel soft robot designs with complex body structures can
be precisely modeled. Together with physically calibrated material properties,
soft robot FK can be precisely computed by solving the stress-strain relation-
ship that is represented by a linear system [34]. In comparison to analytical
models (e.g., the piecewise constant curvature (PCC) model [35] illustrated in
Fig. 1.6(a)), the numerical model is more precise and has high geniality to sup-
port different types of actuation. However, numerically modeling the behavior
of soft robots can suffer from high computational costs. One major issue is the
highly nonlinear geometry changes to soft robot bodies (particular large rota-
tional deformation) that make the FE-system difficult to converge. As a result,
very small time steps need to be applied. This restricts the usage of com-
mercial FEA software (e.g., Abaqus and Ansys) in a real-time model-based
control. Although researchers have developed reduced FE models (e.g., SOFA
framework [36] shown in Fig. 1.6(d)) with improved computing speeds, these
models can lose their precision when large deformations are applied to soft
robots [13]. To balance the computing speed and model accuracy to numeri-
cally solve the forward kinematics of soft robots, the first research question is
defined as:

RQ1: How can a fast and accurate modeling tool be developed to numeri-
cally compute the behavior of soft robots under actuation (i.e., solve forward
kinematics)?

Since soft robots contain compliance in their bodies, collisions can reg-
ularly happen within robot bodies (i.e., self-collision) or with environments
when deployed to accomplish certain tasks. Modeling the behavior of soft
robots under collision is also an essential task that can be used to plan mo-

1A comprehensive review of soft robot modeling methods is presented in Chapter 2.
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Figure 1.6: Methods for (forward) kinematics computing for soft robots. (a - d)
Model-based methods where the kinematics of soft robot bodies are modeled analyti-
cally [35, 37] (a, b) or conducted using the numerical simulation [13, 38] (c, d). (e, f)
Model-free methods in which machine learning technology is applied to fit the kine-
matics with data generated from the external vision or sensor system [39, 40].

tions in practical applications. Different from articulated robots with rigid
bodies, the body shape of a soft robot significantly changes in a nonlinear
way through actuation, which makes (self-)collision detection difficult to con-
duct efficiently. Meanwhile, it is challenging to provide a collision response
model while being able to mimic the complex physical behavior of hypere-
lastic materials. Moreover, the collision checking and response model should
be integrated with the computing process of FK and should not overload the
computation speed. To tackle these challenges, the second research question
is formulated as:

RQ2: How can we model the behavior of soft robots when self-collision or
environment interactions happen during actuation?

This thesis presents the first approach to developing a fast and accurate nu-
merical simulator that is based on geometric computing. This simulation-based
FK model is conducted as a basic function to solve the IK problem. Existing
analytical methods instantly solve IK only if the mapping from task/configura-
tion space to actuator space can be analytically formulated [35]; however, this
is not the case for our implementation. As FK are numerically calculated, only
the iterative method could be applied [3]. The gradient-based iteration is ap-
plied to minimize task-specific kinematics objectives and to find IK solutions.
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An effective solver needs to be built to enable the fast convergence speed of
the optimization. Thus, the research question for soft robot IK computing is
developed as:

RQ3: How can we compute the proper control parameter of a soft robot to
achieve the task-specific inverse kinematics (IK) control?

The bottle-neck of the computational speed of an iteration-based IK solver
is the costly process of evaluating objectives and their gradients since the FK
function needs to be called for tremendous times. As another category of kine-
matics solutions, model-free methods can greatly accelerate kinematics com-
puting speed [41, 42, 43]. Neural networks are used to fit the forward/inverse
kinematics mapping. By replacing the costly numerical simulator with the an-
alytically computed forward propagation of neural networks, a real-time com-
puting speed for finding IK solutions can be achieved. Another advantage of
learning-based methods is their high precision since the physical behavior of
soft robots can be precisely captured [42, 44].

By using a data-driven method, most researchers generally collect train-
ing data from physical experiments using a vision setup [39] (illustrated in
Fig. 1.6(e)) or sensor array [40] (illustrated in Fig. 1.6(f)). The effectiveness
of learning-based solutions relies heavily on the quality of the training data,
and the data set needs to cover the entire operation space. However, collect-
ing massive quantities of training data from physical setups can be costly for
soft robot systems because the materials used to fabricate soft robots can lose
their functionality after repeating large deformations many times. To make
the learning-based soft robot kinematics solution more applicable for practi-
cal applications, a method needs to be built to reduce the cost of generating
training data in physical setups. To tackle this challenge, we developed the
final research question regarding the solution of IK computing of soft robots
by learning:

RQ4: How can we build a machine learning pipeline to precisely solve the
inverse kinematics (IK) of soft robots in real-time speed with an efficient data
generation process?

We answer these research questions by conducting related research cycles,
which are explained in the next section with the structure of this Ph.D. thesis.
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Figure 1.7: An overview of the research cycles and the organization of the thesis.

1.4 Research Cycles and Thesis Structure

The main body of this Ph.D. project contains four research cycles (RCs) that
answer the corresponding research questions (RQs) that were defined in the
previous section. Fig. 1.7 provides an overview of the thesis. Each research
cycle is presented and discussed in a separate chapter. The thesis ends with
a discussion and conclusion. Chapters 2-5 include sections that present the
introduction, related work, theory, results, and discussion. Short descriptions
of each research cycle are presented in the following paragraphs.

RC1: A geometry-based soft robot simulator is developed during the first
research cycle. This simulator numerically computes the FK of soft robots
and serves as the fundamental function that supports the rest of this research.
Various types of actuation are modeled geometrically by changing the shape
of (virtual) actuation elements, and the deformation of the robot body is com-
puted by minimizing geometrically-defined elastic energy. The elasticity of
soft materials are calibrated in physical tests and can model the behavior of
multi-material soft robots. This simulator can balance the computing speed
and model accuracy, showing a great convergence for soft robot simulation
even with large rotational deformations. The behavior of this simulator is com-
prehensively studied using different soft robot setups, which all match with the
behavior captured in physical experiments.

RC2: This research cycle enriches the functionality of the geometry-based
simulator developed in RC1 by adding the support of collision checking and
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response. To realize a real-time speed of collision checking through the de-
formation process, the bounding volume hierarchies (BVH) based collision
checking function is invited. Meanwhile, spring elements are utilized to per-
form effective collision responses through the deformation of the soft robot.
The material model is also enhanced to precisely model the performance of
extreme soft material with hyperelastic properties. A progressive remeshing
method is invited to ensure numerical stability when simulating the perfor-
mance of pneumatic-driven soft robots with large expansion in chamber re-
gions.

RC3: This research cycle provides the solution to the IK computing of
soft robots. Task-specific objectives are defined and optimized with the solver
through the gradient descent. In our implementation, gradients are evaluated
using the numerical difference in which the FK model developed in RC1 and
RC2 is applied. The dual-direction line search is used to accelerate the con-
vergence speed of the optimization process. Two case studies including path
following and object grasping are used to verify the performance of the de-
veloped IK solver. The computed motion sequence can successfully drive soft
robots to finish tasks in both virtual environments and physical experiments.

RC4: A learning-based pipeline is built in this research cycle to support
a real-time computing speed of IK solutions. The sim-to-real transfer learn-
ing is utilized to make the data generation process more efficient and further
enhance the precision of computed kinematics results. In particular, the fast
simulator built in RC1 is used to generate massive quantities of data in virtual
space to train the network that approximates the mapping for forward kinemat-
ics and Jacobian of kinematics objective functions developed in RC3. Conse-
quently, a reduced amount of data generated from physical setups is required to
train the sim-to-real network that eliminates the reality gap. This hybrid learn-
ing method takes advantage of both numerical simulators and learning-based
methods. Based on our test, it outperforms existing learning-based methods
and can significantly reduce the path-following error for a parallel-structured
soft manipulator. Additionally, it can help realize interactive positioning for a
multi-section soft finger manipulator.



2
Geometry-Based Direct Simulation for

Multi-Material Soft Robots

Robots that are fabricated using soft materials can provide higher flexibility
and thus safely interact with natural objects with low stiffness such as food
and human beings. However, as many more degrees of freedom are introduced,
simulating the behavior of soft robots becomes cumbersome, especially when
large deformations are presented. Moreover, when the actuation is defined
by geometry variation, it is not easy to obtain the exact loads and material
properties to be used in the conventional methods of deformation simulation.
In this chapter, we present a direct approach to take the geometric actuation as
input and compute the deformed shape of soft robots by numerical optimization
using a geometry-based algorithm. By a simple calibration, the properties of
multiple materials can be modeled geometrically in the framework. Numerical
and experimental tests have been conducted to demonstrate the performance
of our approach on various soft robot designs1.

1This chapter is based on papers that have been published as:
Guoxin Fang, Christopher-Denny Matte, Tsz-Ho Kwok, and Charlie C.L. Wang, ”Geometry-
based Direct Simulation for Multi-Material Soft Robots”, IEEE international Conference on
Robotics and Automation (ICRA), 2018, pp. 4194-4199;
Guoxin Fang, Christopher-Denny Matte, Rob B.N. Scharff, Tsz-Ho Kwok, and Charlie C.L.
Wang, ”Kinematics of soft robots by geometric computing”, IEEE Transactions on Robotics,
vol.36, no.4, pp.1272-1286, August 2020.
Note: a few modification and combination has been made to the original published text.
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2.1 Introduction

With the excellent behavior of continuum bodies, soft robotics have attracted
great attention in research. Mainly inspired by nature, designers have come up
with a variety of novel designs for soft robots to achieve different tasks (see
[9, 45] for a comprehensive survey). By using soft materials and specially
designed structures, continuum bodies enable these robots to generate large
and complex deformations with an infinite number of Degrees-Of-Freedom
(DOFs). Highly dexterous tasks such as human-interactive grasping [46] and
exploration in confined regions [47] can be realized with soft robots. In the
meantime, 3D printing with multiple materials [48, 49, 50, 51] has been uti-
lized to fabricate soft robots, providing flexibility in the complexity of the
geometry as well as the material properties.

While soft matter and 3D printing open up many opportunities in devel-
oping new soft robots, these advanced designs along with the high amount
of DOFs also bring challenges to develop efficient and reliable algorithms for
kinematics. Unlike robots with rigid bodies for which the position and veloc-
ity of the end-effector can be directly computed with joint parameters, it is
almost impossible to explicitly formulate the kinematic functions of soft ma-
nipulators. Although some reduced analytical models have been developed for
specific designs, they are usually based on a particular type of soft body and,
therefore, are not general enough to model robots with complicated shapes.

A numerical approach can also be used to predict the deformation of
soft robots by approximating a continuum body with discretized finite ele-
ments. With precise modeling formulation of soft materials, Finite element
analysis (FEA) has proved its effectiveness in simulating the behavior of soft
robots [52, 53]. However, when dealing with large rotational deformation, the
high cost of computation by using enterprise-level FEA software (e.g. Abaqus
and ComSol) can hardly meet the required efficiency in kinematics applica-
tions.

Our research is inspired by the fact that many forms of actuation in
soft robotic systems can be directly transformed into geometric changes (see
Fig. 2.1). In this paper, we tackle the problem of kinematics computing by
presenting an efficient approach where soft robots with multiple materials and
their actuation are systematically modeled in a geometry-oriented formulation.
In comparison to other methods, our kinematic algorithm demonstrates better
convergence and keeps a good balance between the computational efficiency
and the numerical accuracy. In this work, we focus on solving the modeling of
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Figure 2.1: Example soft robotic systems that actuation can be represented as geomet-
ric changes: (a) a soft finger actuated by stepper motor with cable length shortening,
(b) a soft crawling robot driven by dielectric elastomer actuation (DEA) can achieve
locomotion by the area change using different voltage input [54], and (c) a pneu-
matic driven soft manipulator controlled by syringe actuation system with the volume
change in chambers.

soft robot behavior under actuation (i.e. forward kinematics (FK)). Case stud-
ies with physical experiments have been conducted to demonstrate and verify
the effectiveness of our soft robot modeling approach.

The technical contributions of our work are summarized as follows:

• A novel method of geometric computing is presented to predict the de-
formation of continuum soft bodies under geometric actuations – this
results in an efficient forward kinematic computation. Physical actu-
ations are directly transformed into geometric constraints that can be
intrinsically integrated into the framework.

• An image-based calibration method is introduced to enable the simula-
tion of multiple materials in our computational framework by learning
the relationship between material properties and shape parameters.
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2.2 Related Work

Efficient computation for simulating the deformation of soft robots under dif-
ferent types of actuation is a fundamental technique to solve the problems of
kinematics, which is needed in many applications – e.g., adaptive grasping
of soft objects in the food industry [55] and auxiliary systems for soft tis-
sues in medical surgery [56]. Prior research works can be classified into three
groups: 1) analytical methods, 2) numerical methods and 3) model-free meth-
ods (mainly using machine-learning and computer vision).

When dealing with soft robots having simple (particularly symmetric)
structures, analytical methods based on mechanics or differential geometry
have been commonly used. In the early stages, the backbone curve ap-
proach [57] and the constant curvature assumption [58] were applied to build
the kinematics of multi-section soft robots. By using work-energy principle,
Trivedi et al. [59] developed a geometric model for pneumatic-driven soft ma-
nipulators that has better accuracy than the constant-curvature model. Michele
et al. conducted a series of work [60, 61, 42] to build FK and IK models for
bio-inspired manipulators by applying the Jacobian method of statics models
to compute the equilibrium status of conical shaped manipulators under cable
forces. Recently, efforts have also been made to use analytical methods for
soft robotic systems with high DOFs or hyper-elastic materials. For exam-
ple, Panagiotis et al. [62] presented their analysis for fiber-reinforced bending
pneumatic actuators. A teeth-structure soft gripper was studied by using a
simplified skeleton model [63]. However, the equilibrium of a static model
requires specific approximations and assumptions of shape and material prop-
erties, which can hardly be generalized to soft robots with freeform shapes
fabricated by 3D printing.

While using the numerical method, the deformation of a continuum body
is usually simulated by FEA with given material properties and the bound-
ary conditions of actuation. A deformed shape can be computed in general
and this method has been used to help select the optimal design parameters
of soft robot to meet specific performance (e.g., providing a faster actuation
behavior [64] or making the bending curvature conformable to a design sur-
face [65]). Conversely, the trade-off between computing time and accuracy
needs to be made when applying a numerical method on real examples with
more than 10k elements. Commercial FEA software like Abaqus and ComSol
can generate precise calculations of forward kinematics for soft robots [52, 62];
however, small time-steps are needed when confronted with situations of large
deformation. For these softwares, high computation cost and slow simulation
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speed restrict its usage for further solving the IK problem. To speed up numer-
ical methods, Allison and Okamura [66] presented a closed-loop control of a
haptic jamming deformable surface by a mass-spring system. Hiller and Lip-
son [67] developed a multi-material simulation library for general static and
dynamic analysis – called Voxelyze, where the voxel representation and beam
theory were used. Based on a physics-based simulation engine SOFA [38],
Duriez et al. [68] simulated the behavior of soft robots by progressively solv-
ing a quasi-static equilibrium function for every sample time. This method can
achieve real-time computing speed with a reduced model [69]. However, the
progressive computation accumulates numerical errors along time steps, which
brings in the accuracy problem for the case with large rotational deformation
(see the comparison given in Section 2.6).

In the absence of analytical and numerical models, model-free methods
based on learning or vision, have been employed to solve the challenge of
computational kinematics for soft robots. Machine intelligence approaches can
generate forward and inverse mappings with limited samples obtained from ei-
ther physical experiments [42] or precise numerical simulations [70]. The ac-
curacy of training-based kinematic computation however mainly relies on the
quality and quantity of the training datasets. Visual servoing has been used to
control the manipulation by calculating the Jacobian of deformation between
the control point and an unknown elastic body [71, 72]. Similarly, Li et al. [73]
employed an adaptive Kalman filter to estimate the Jacobian and only required
data input from the vision tracking system. Zhang et al. [74] built a closeloop
tip position control strategy for specific soft robot design by combining the nu-
merical simulator with a visual servoing system. The vision-based methods are
efficient and robust after adjusting the control law. However, the requirement
of vision hardware and the complex calibration process prevents the usage of
this method in many scenarios.
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2.3 Geometry-Based Formulation

In this section, we present the formulation of our geometry-based modeling
framework. The notations used in this paper are first presented. Then, defor-
mation energy is defined based on the shape variation of elements. After that,
bodies and actuators of soft robots are modeled as two types of elements in
the formulation. Lastly, the methods for computing target shapes of different
elements are presented in detail.

In our method, a volumetric meshM = (V, E) is used in our framework to
represent the body of a soft robot, where V and E stand for the sets of vertices
and elements in the mesh. We define the shape of each element by a k × 3
matrix Vi = [v1 v2 . . . vk]

T with k being the number of vertices on an
element. In this paper, tetrahedron (k = 4) and prism elements (k = 6) are
used to model soft robots with general 3D geometry and thin-shell structure
respectively. Meanwhile, the status of actuation is described by a set C of
geometric parameters:

1. Length shortening ratio s for cable actuation
2. Area stretching ratio λ for DEA
3. Volume expanding ratio α for pneumatic actuation.

In this work, the small and capital bold letters are used to present column
vectors and matrices respectively, e.g., v ∈ R3 and N ∈ Rk×k. The subscript
of a variable presents its order in corresponding set, meanwhile the superscript
present is for the status of meshes or elements. Particularly, the superscript
d denotes the deformed (or current) shape and t means the target status. The
identity matrices are denoted by Ik×k ∈ Rk×k, and 1k×k is a matrix of k × k
ones.

2.3.1 Elastic Energy Function

The general purpose of an elastic deformation simulator is to determine a new
shapeMd for a soft body that best mimics the physical behavior of deforma-
tion under the actuation of C with reference to the initial shape M and the
input material distribution Ω. When different boundary conditions (or external
loads) are applied to deform an object, the elastic energy is transferred by the
corresponding work and distributed internally inM. Here the elastic energy
is caused by the shape deformation, which can be evaluated from the strains
(i.e., local deformations throughoutM). In this sense, the total elastic energy
should be minimized when the original shape is preserved as much as possible.
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Figure 2.2: Conceptual representation of our geometry-based framework for soft
robotic systems with different types of actuation. The light-gray region presents the
body elements and the region in red denotes actuation elements. Three different types
of actuation are transformed into the shape change of actuation elements: a) cable-
drive actuation is formulated as the edge-length shortening of cable elements, b) di-
electric elastomer actuation is presented as the area stretching of prism actuation el-
ements, and c) pneumatic actuation is defined as the volume expansion of internal
tetrahedral chamber elements.
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To mimic this physical phenomenon, we formulate the difference between Vd
i

(current shape under deformation) and Vt
i (target shape) for a single element

by discretized geometry-elastic energy as

Ei = D(Vd
i ,V

t
i). (2.1)

To measure the shape difference D(·, ·) of Vd
i and Vt

i , they have to be properly
aligned in terms of both position and orientation. Therefore, both shapes are
centered at the origin and a rotation is applied to match Vt

i with Vi, such that
the above energy for the i-th element can be further defined as

Ei = ωi||NiV
d
i −Ri(NiV

t
i)||2F . (2.2)

ωi is a weight for each element which is normally set as the element’s volume
(ref. [75]). || · ||F is the Frobenius norm, Ri is the pure rotational matrix
between two status for the i-th element. Ni is used to transfer an element’s
center to the origin and Ni = Iki×ki − 1

ki
1ki×ki .

In this work, only elastic deformations are considered in our framework.
Therefore, we can assume that every soft model will come back to its initial
rest shape after releasing all the constraints (i.e. actuations and handles). The
energy function defined in (2.2) consists of three sets of variables, including:

1. Vertex positions of target shape Vt
i ,

2. Rotation matrices Ri for individual elements and
3. Vertex positions of current shape Vd

i under deformation.

How to determine these variables is presented below.

We first consider the target shape, which presents the ability of a soft body
to resist deformation under actuation. It is determined commonly by the initial
modelM, the set of constraints C and the coefficients for material properties
Ω. As shown in Fig. 2.2, two types of elements defined in our system – body
elements and actuation elements, are modeled by using the same formulation
of elastic energy. However, their target shapes are defined in different ways.

• For a body element Vi, the target shape Vt
i is computed with a shape

blending function by combining its initial rest shape and the coefficient
Rω reflecting its material property (i.e., the stiffness). Ideally, Vt

i is a
blended shape between a super-elastic material and a completely rigid
material, where Rω indicates the level of blending (see Section 2.3.2 for
the details of blending and Section 2.4 for coefficient calibration).

• Target shape of an actuation element Vt
j is determined according to the

different types of actuations. All actuation elements together actually
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serve as the driven handles to deform a soft body. Detailed formulation
can be found in Section 2.3.3.

The final energy function is determined by integrating all the elementary elas-
ticity together. By minimizing the integrated energy function for the whole
design domain together with actuation constraints, the deformed shape of soft
robots under actuation can be computed. As shown in Equation (2.2), Ri and
Vd

i are unknown variables to be determined during the optimization computa-
tion, and the numerical method for solving this nonlinear optimization problem
will be presented in Section 2.5. We first present the details of how to compute
the target shapes for body and actuation elements below.

2.3.2 Body Elements

For the soft robots fabricated by multiple materials, regions with different ma-
terials will deform in different ways, thus the target shape should be computed
disparately based on the input material distribution Ω. In this section, we pro-
pose a method to formulate soft objects with multiple materials by using linear
blending method with a shape parameter.

To model the different properties of materials, a simple way is to assign dif-
ferent weights ωi for each element in (2.2). The rigidity of an element will be
preserved differently through the optimization when different weights are as-
signed. This mimics the deformation of multiple materials. However, handling
the material difference in this way will lead to large approximation errors. In
order to gain a better control and reinforce the physical property in large defor-
mations, we control the deformation behavior of elements at the local region
by altering their target shapes, Vt, according to different material properties.

Its worth remark that in the simulation system, when the material of an ele-
ment is extremely hard, it will be rigid during the deformation; respectively, an
element with extremely soft material will deform to the shape which conforms
to its neighbors while preserving its volume. Based on this remark, we came
up with a method to compute two different target shapes for body element as
shown in the left side of Fig. 2.3. Here the target shape of a rigid element
Vr comes from the rigid transformation of its original shape. This method
thoroughly preserves the initial shape V and keeps the same orientation as the
current shape, which leads to

Vr = RV (2.3)

R is the rotation matrix between current and initial element, and can be ob-
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Figure 2.3: The shape blending method for controlling the material stiffness in our
framework. (Top-left) The target shape for rigid material is computed by rotating the
initial shape to align with the current shape. (Bottom-left) The target shape for ex-
tremely soft material is computed by scaling the current shape to preserve the volume
of the initial shape. (Right) The shape blending method is applied to align the rigid
and the soft materials, and merge their shapes to obtain the target shape for an inter-
mediate material.

tained by applying SVD to the affine transformation between Vd and V.

For a soft element, its target shape Vs comes from scaling the current
shape back to its original volume (see Fig. 2.3) and we call this volume preser-
vation. The shape comes from current element shape Vd and can be calculated
as

Vs = SVd, (2.4)

where S = diag(r, r, r) is the scaling matrix with r = Vol(V)/Vol(Vd).

For a material in-between, the rigid and soft target shapes are aligned by
using a blending method with a shape parameter Rω to get the target shape as
shown in the right of Fig. 2.3. Here linear shape blending method [76] was
used after centering both shapes onto the origin with N matrix for a general
case as:

Vt = RωN(RV) + (1−Rω)N(SVd). (2.5)

In this way, the target shapes of elements according to different materials can
be properly controlled during the deformation.

To verify the correctness of above method for controlling the relative stiff-
ness of materials, we have tested a variety of polymer materials widely used in
3D printing. In Section 2.4.2, we present an image-based calibration process
to determine the shape parameter – the ratio Rω – for controlling the material
behavior. Our linear shape blending method works very well when the defor-
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mation of each element is within the range of linear material elasticity. The
correctness of our method will be verified in Section 2.4.1 with the help of
FEA simulation.

2.3.3 Actuation Elements

Soft robots are deformed by applying external actuations such as cable short-
ening, elastomer stretching or pneumatic expansion of a chamber – these are
all based on geometric metrics. When being at an equilibrium state, the geom-
etry of an actuation must completely satisfy its given length, area or volume
constraints. A straightforward method is to formulate them as hard constraints
in a numerical optimization framework. However, it is hard to converge be-
cause of its high non-linearity – especially when the initial values are far away
from the feasible regions.

To solve this problem of numerical computation, we formulate the defor-
mation of an actuator as the collected function of a set of actuation elements
(as shown in Fig. 2.2). The geometric constraints for an actuator are then con-
verted into target shapes computed at each iterative step for these elements.
The target shape of an actuation element is achieved by integrating it into the
same elastic energy minimization framework. Larger weights are given to the
actuation elements to make the actuation parameters satisfied effectively. As a
result, the geometric actuation can be seamlessly integrated to our geometry-
based simulation framework. Details of how we define the actuation elements
and compute their target shape Vt according to the input actuation parameter
C are given below. Note that, after reshaping from the rest shape, each actua-
tion element should be transformed to a position and orientation according to
its current shape – i.e., the similar step as body element. Three different types
of actuation elements are considered.

Cable-driven actuation: A typical cable-driven soft gripper with design sim-
ilar to [77] is as shown in Fig. 2.2(a), which has three soft ‘knuckles’. A cable
fixed on one side of the gripper is passed through the holes along the grip-
per. While pulling the cable (i.e., by shortening its length), the gripper bends
towards one side. To integrate this actuation into simulation, the V-shaped
‘knuckles’ are modeled as a set of triangular elements. One edge of each tri-
angle is aligning exactly with the cable, the deformation of which drive the
simulations.

The total length L of a cable equals to the length of the gripper. It includes
the inside portions LR and the tooth length {li} – i.e., L = LR +

∑k
i=1 li,
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Figure 2.4: An illustration of how the target shape of actuation element is computed
based on the input parameter. The initial shapes are presented by red dot lines and the
target shapes are displayed by black solid lines. Notice that the number of vertices k
is different for different types of actuation elements. Specifically, k = 3 for (a) cable
actuation, k = 6 for (b) dielectric elastomer actuation, and k = 4 for (c) pneumatic
actuation.

where k is the number of teeth. The shortening factor s is also given together
with a cable constrain. The constraint function can be defined as

fc(C) = sL− (LR +

k∑
i=1

sili) ≡ 0, (2.6)

where si is a local shortening factor for the i-th tooth. Directly imposing this
constraint to the optimization framework will lead to a computation very hard
to converge.

It is more efficient to transform this function of constraint to a target shape
for each actuation element. For a cable-driven actuation element, we place its
rest shape into a position with its cable-driven face located in the xy-plane,
the cable coincident with the x-axis and the opposite vertex on y-axis (see
Fig. 2.4(a)). After that, the target shape can be computed by shrinking the
element along x-axis by the factor si.

Dielectric elastomer actuation:

With voltage input, dielectric elastomers can effectively generate large de-
formation [78]. Driven by DEA, soft robots with specific design can perform
locomotion by the areal stretching within the elastomer region. As show in
Fig. 2.2(b), a thin-layer soft robot is modeled by prism elements where the
inner red region is formed by the actuation elements. The total surface area A
of the elastomeric region can be computed by A =

∑k
i=1 ai where ai is the

average area of the top and bottom triangles of a prism element. To satisfy the
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stretching ratio λ for a DEA, the constraint function can be defined as

fd(C) = λA−
k∑

i=1

λiai ≡ 0, (2.7)

where λi is a local expansion ratio of an actuation element. Similar to the
cable-drive actuation, this constraint should also be transformed to the target
shape of DEA elements.

When computing the target shape for a prism element from its rest shape,
the top and bottom triangles are scaled in their own planes with the scaling
ratio

√
λi. The center of each triangle is chosen as the center of scaling (see

Fig. 2.4(b) for an illustration). After scaling, the triangles are shifted along
their normal vectors so that the “thickness” of an actuation element is scaled
to 1/λi to preserve the original volume.

Pneumatic actuation: A pneumatic actuator usually drives soft robots by
pumping pressurized air into a bellow formed by soft materials. An example
is shown in Fig. 2.2(c), where the left part is fixed when pumping air along the
direction of white arrow into the bellows. The internal tetrahedra that fill the
chamber are modeled as the actuation elements, which have been highlighted
in Fig. 2.2(c). These actuation elements are used to model the expansion of air
inside the bellows.

Given the volume ui of each pneumatic actuation element, the total volume
of a bellow is then U =

∑k
i=1 ui. To achieve the volume expansion ratio α for

a pneumatic-driven soft robot, the geometric constraint can be described by:

fp(C) = αU −
k∑

i=1

αiui ≡ 0. (2.8)

where αi is a local expansion ratio of each element.

The target shape for a pneumatic actuation element with the volume expan-
sion ratio αi can be determined by scaling its rest shape with the ratio 3

√
αi.

The scaling is conducted at the center of tetrahedron (see Fig. 2.4(c)). After
scaling, the target shape should be transformed to a position and orientation
according to the element’s current shape.

We determine them proportionally to the ratios of an element’s current
shape w.r.t. its rest shape. The newly determined ratios must also satisfy the
geometric constraints defined in (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8). In our implementation,
a least-norm solution is employed to compute their values on all the actuation
elements.
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2.4 Material Property: Analysis and Calibration

To formulate the deformation of soft robots made with multiple materials, we
proposed a reduced model based on the linear shape-blending method pre-
sented in Section 2.3.2. The effectiveness of our method mainly relies on two
conjectures.

• For a variety of smart soft robot designs, the large deformation of con-
tinuum body is mainly generated by structural deformation instead of
elemental deformation – i.e., the strains are relatively small.

• For many materials widely used for the fabrication of soft robots by
3D printing, the material elasticity in the range with small strain can be
approximately described as a linear model.

In this section, these two assumptions are verified by both the FEM simu-
lation and the material tests. After proving the correctness of our method, an
image-based calibration process is proposed to find a shape parameter to be
used in our method corresponding to the physical behavior of materials.

2.4.1 Linear Material Elasticity

Many materials used for fabricating soft robots can be largely stretched and
have hyper-elastic material property, which was utilized to achieve large shape
change under actuation in early years. However, recent designs of soft robots
have specially designed advanced structures to realize more reliable deforma-
tion with better durability. For example, inextensible layers [51] are used to
prevent the non-directional expansion so that the effectiveness of an actuator is
tremendously enhanced. In these cases, extreme local stretch is no longer nec-
essary for realizing a large global deformation. We study the range of elemen-
tal deformation on a widely applicable soft finger structure [79] and another
smart design of soft manipulator [80].

Tensile tests have been conducted on two materials used in fabricating
these two soft robots – Ultimaker TPU 95A and Aglius 30. The obtained
stress-strain curves are shown in Fig. 2.5(c). The strain-stress relationship is
nonlinear in general. However, when deformation occurs in a range with small
strains, the relationship can be linearly approximated with small error. Specif-
ically, when the strain is less than 20% for TPU and 30% for Aglius, a linear
stress/strain curve can be obtained (see also the solid and dash lines shown in
the zoom-view of Fig. 2.5(a) and (b)).

We conduct the FEM to further study the strains generated on these two
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Figure 2.5: Verification of small-strain assumption on two effective designs of soft
robots fabricated by soft materials: (a) Ultimaker TPU 95A and (b) Aglius 30. The
strain distribution of body elements (shown in the right) is generated by FEM simula-
tion, and the histograms (left) show the statistics of strains on these two designs under
large structural deformation. (c) Stress-strain curves for Ultimaker TPU 95A (left)
and Aglius 30 materials (right) obtained by physical experimental tests. It can be ob-
served that the elemental deformation mainly occurs in the range with linear material
elasticity.

designs of soft robots. Abaqus software is employed to generate the strain
distribution when large structural deformation has been achieved on these two
structures. In Fig. 2.5, the histograms are used to visualize the statistical distri-
bution of strains in all elements. It can be easily found that the strains are less
than 20% for most regions and all fall in the range of linear elasticity discussed
above – i.e., less than 20% for TPU and 30% for Aglius.

Note that, large elemental deformation can be achieved under actuation
for the materials with small Young’s modulus such as silicon rubber. This
material property was employed for some designs developed in early years.
For these cases, the elasticity is not guaranteed to be linear for all elements,
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Figure 2.6: Image-based calibration of the shape parameter for simulating objects
with multiple materials: (a) a multi-material bar with displacement on the right, (b) a
physical elongation test on 3D printed specimen using NinjaFlex and Flexible poly-
lactic acid (PLA) materials, (c) the tensile test result generated by our simulation
framework after calibrating the shape parameter Rω , and (d) the twisting test [49] is
also conducted to verify the correctness of our material elasticity and the calibration
method.

Table 2.1: Calibrated Parameters for Different Material Combinations

Material A Material B Rm RA
ω /R

B
ω Actuation

TPU 95A NinjaFlex 3.75 7.08 Cable
Tango Black Mixed Aglius 5.68 10.30 Pneumatic

which brings modeling uncertainty although our method can still successfully
predict the deformation in practice.

2.4.2 Calibration of Shape Parameter

After verifying the correctness of using the linear elasticity simplification for
body elements, our shape-blending method needs to define proper shape pa-
rameters to mimic the real physical behavior. Rather than calibrating each ma-
terial separately in a tensile test, an image-based method is developed to cali-
brate the relative properties between different materials. As shown in Fig. 2.6,
we impose the displacement on a rectangular specimen at one end while fixing
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another end. Without loss of generality, the specimen is fabricated with two
materials A and B joined with a sharp interface. Let the length of the whole
specimen be L and the distance between the interface and the fixed end be L1,
where different values of L1 ∈ (0, L) are used for different specimens. When
imposing a displacement ∆L at the free end of the bar, the displacement of
the interface will be located at ∆L1 ∈ (0,∆L) depending on the relative ma-
terial properties between A and B. The relationship of two materials can be
presented by an elasticity ratio, which is mathematically defined as

Rm =
ϵA
ϵB

=
L1(∆L−∆L1)

(L− L1)∆L1
, (2.9)

where ϵA and ϵB are the strains in the regions of two materials with A being
linked to the fixed end and B locating at the free end. Note that, for linear ma-
terials, Rm also equals to the ratio of Young’s modulus (i.e., a constant when
materials are given). The rest of the problem is how to find the correspond-
ing value of the shape parameter Rω after obtaining the elasticity ratio Rm on
two materials through the physical tests. The basic idea of our calibration is
to apply different values of Rω to run the elongation tests in our geometry-
based simulation by the same setup. The value of Rω is then determined by
matching our simulation results with the results of physical tests, where the
bisection-search method is used. With a well calibrated parameter Rω, the po-
sition of the material interface generated by our simulator matches well with
the physical experiment accurately (see Fig. 2.6(c)). To further verify the gen-
erality of this parameter, we conduct a twisting test similar to the one presented
in [49]. As shown in the left of Fig. 2.6(d), the specimen with two materials
gives a symmetry torsion where the relatively soft region has a larger rotation
angle. By using the same calibrated material parameter Rω, our simulation
generates a similar result (see the right of Fig. 2.6(d)).

We have applied this calibration method to various materials used for fab-
ricating soft robots. For different 3D printing systems, different combinations
of materials are tested and the corresponding calibrated parameters are listed in
Table 2.1. The effectiveness of our shape-blending based deformation model
and the calibration method is further validated in the next section by other
experimental tests taken on different robot designs.
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Figure 2.7: An illustration of the local-global optimization process on a simple model
where the whole mesh is actuated by shrinking elements in the red region.

2.5 Algorithms for Forward Kinematics

The kinematics of soft robots are hard to be solved analytically. In this section,
we present the algorithms characterized by our geometry-based formulation to
solve the forward kinematics for soft robots. As a general framework, our
algorithms for kinematics can intrinsically handle the different configurations
of actuation with different material-distributions as long as the actuation can
be converted into geometric inputs.

The forward kinematics for the soft robots can simply be described as the
computation of the deformed shape VD from the initial shape V given the actu-
ation in the form of constraints, C. As formulated in Section 2.3, the deformed
shape of a soft body can be computed by minimizing the elastic energy after
converting the actuation constraints into a set of target shapes for the actuation
elements. This leads to a solution of forward kinematics in our framework by
solving the unconstrained optimization problem below.

min
V

E(M, C) =
m+n∑
i=1

wiVol(Vi)∥NiV
d
i −Ri(NiV

t
i)∥2F (2.10)

where the variables of optimization are the vertices {Vd
i } of a deformed shape.

In this framework, the final shape of a soft body under actuation is determined
by the initial shape of n body elements and the target shape of m actuation
elements.

In the formulation of (2.10), both the local rotation Ri and the vertex posi-
tions Vd

i are unknowns to be determined. As a result, the objective function of
optimization is highly non-linear which may lead to a very slow convergence
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Algorithm 1: ForwardKinematicComp
Input: The initial shape V , the actuation C and the material

distribution Ω.
Output: The deformed shape Vd

1 Initialize the weights {wi} and volumes Vol(Vi) for all elements;
2 Apply factorization to the normal equation of (2.11);
3 repeat

/* Local / global optimization */
4 Compute the target shape for each element;
5 Applying SVD to obtain the rotation matrix {Ri};
6 Determine {vj} by solving the linear system where the

factorization can be re-used;
7 Update Vd by the new positions of vertices {vj};
8 until the position change is less than 10−5 on all vertices;
9 return Vd;

and high computation time. In order to solve it efficiently, a local / global
scheme akin to [81] is employed. In the step of local projection, the initial
shapes of actuation elements are first deformed according to the actuation pa-
rameters (as introduced in Section 2.3.3). After that, the target shapes of all
elements are independently transformed by applying the rigid transformation
determined between their target shapes and the current positions (i.e., the rota-
tion matrices as discussed in Section 2.3.2). Then, the new positions of vertices
can be computed in the global blending step by minimizing the energy. Letting

∂E(M, C)
∂vj

= 0 (∀vj ∈ V) (2.11)

leads to a least-square problem that can be solved efficiently.

Through this global blending step, the incompatible positions of a vertex
in different elements are “glued” together. An illustration of this local-global
computation can be found in Fig. 2.7. Notice that, wi, Vol(Vi) and Ni are
constant during the iterations for minimizing E(M, C), factorization of the
normal equation defined by (2.11) can be pre-computed and reused to acceler-
ate the computation of optimization. In order to well-preserve the constraints
of actuation, a larger weight as wi = 5.0 are employed for the actuation ele-
ments while keeping wi = 1.0 for all other body elements. The pseudo-code
of our algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1.
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Figure 2.8: Comparisons of a cable-driven gripper among the physical test (left),
our simulation (middle), and the simulation by the SoftRobots plug-in for SOFA [68]
(right).

2.6 Implementation on Different Robots

We have implemented our geometric computing based kinematic algorithms
for soft robots in C++ and tested on a standard PC with an Intel E5-1653
3.5GHz CPU and 16GB RAM. With the help of parallelization on multi-core
CPU on the numerical solver Eigen [82], our system can support the compu-
tation of forward kinematics for models with up to 50k tetrahedra in real-time
(i.e., 25 fps). In this section, the results of forward kinematic computation
for soft robots will be first presented and compared with existing numerical
modeling methods.

The results generated by our forward kinematics algorithm on a deformed
soft body are validated by physical tests. Moreover, our method is also com-
pared with different simulation techniques. The models of soft robot are dig-
itally represented by tetrahedral meshes, and their corresponding physical ob-
jects are fabricated by multi-material 3D printer (e.g., Ultimaker 3 and Object
350 Connex3). The properties of soft materials are evaluated on a Zwick Roell
static testing machine.

2.6.1 Cable-driven Soft Finger

The first test is conducted on a cable-driven gripper with single material (Flex-
ible PLA) as shown in Fig. 2.8. The top and bottom rows show two sequences
of deformations at different time instants, where from left to right show the
results of physical test, our simulation and SOFA [68]. Due to the reason that
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Figure 2.9: Two cable-driven soft grippers (left and right) with different material dis-
tributions have different behaviors under actuation. Locations of markers determined
by our simulation are well-matched with theirs in physical test.

the ‘deformations are progressively computed for each time step and the ac-
curacy is traded off for computational speed in SOFA, its results do not match
with the physical tests in large deformation. Specifically, simulation starts to
vary from reality when cable length change is larger than 45%. Meanwhile,
to verify the result of our forward kinematic computation for multiple mate-
rials, we test two cable-driven grippers with different material compositions.
The simulation and physical results are compared visually with its dynamics in
Fig. 2.9. The deformations are also compared quantitatively by the trajectory
of three corresponding markers located on the boundary of the grippers. It can
be seen that both results match with the physical experiments very well.
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Figure 2.10: Simulation result for a soft crawling robot by geometry modeling the
electrostic-driven stretching behavior of DEA. (Top) The results of our forward kine-
matic computing. (Bottom) The locomotion behavior of a real robot [83].

2.6.2 DEA Soft Robot

A design of soft crawling robot [83] is studied to validate our approach on the
DEA in FK computing. The actuator is fabricated by attaching bendable PET
frames to a pre-stretched elastomer membrane. After releasing the constraint,
the elastomer layer will shrink and drive the soft body deforming to its ini-
tial status (as shown in the left of Fig. 2.10). By applying the voltage to the
electrodes, the elastomer region will elongate the soft body. Two rigid legs
are attached to the robot and always kept on the x-y plane during simulation.
In our simulation, an initial stretching ratio λinit = 0.7 is used on actuation
elements to first deform the planner model and get the initial shape. We use
the voltage and stretch relationship in [84] to determine the parameter λ for
the actuated status.

2.6.3 Pneumatic-driven Soft Robot

We test the behavior of proposed simulator on a pneumatic soft gripper by in-
creasing the pressure of the air pumped into the chamber to control bending of
the gripper. We quantitatively present the accuracy of our method by tracking
the tip position of a soft gripper. As shown in Fig. 2.11, our result matches well
with the analysis conducted by advanced FEA software as well as the physical
experiment. When using the similar number of tetrahedra in the computation
(i.e., around 45k), the computation of our framework is much faster – with
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Figure 2.11: Trajectories for a soft finger’s tip under pneumatic actuation. The back-
ground image shows the bending results in real physical test. The results of three
different numerical simulators are presented: 1) finite element analysis with linear
(FEM 1) and non-linear material properties (FEM 2), 2) the SOFA simulator and 3)
our method. The FEM results are generated by Abaqus.

23.2 seconds vs. 13.6 minutes required to complete the simulation for bending
the soft actuator up to 240 degrees by the Abaqus software. Meanwhile, we
test this soft model on the SOFA platform with similar mesh size. The com-
puting time has been reported in Table 2.2. Noticed that the simulation speed
of SOFA is faster than our method; however, the result begins to become unre-
alistic after being bent for more than 90 degrees (the yellow trajectory shown
in Fig. 2.11). In contrast, our simulation can produce very realistic results for
large deformation case while still having a fast speed in FK computing.

Table 2.2: Computational Costs for Different Methods of Simulation

Method Element # t90◦ (sec.) t180◦ (sec.) t240◦ (sec.)

FEM 1† 44774 240 529 820
FEM 2 44774 288 636 1068
Our Method 45802 8.5 15.2 23.2
SOFA [68] 44900 3.8 - -

†Simulations of finite element analysis use approximated linear material propriety in
FEM 1 and nonlinear model in FEM 2 – both by the Abaqus software.
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Figure 2.12: The experiments taken on a multi-chamber 3D printed pneumatic-driven
soft actuators, which is reproduced from [85]. (a) The physical behavior under actua-
tion – from left to right: rest shape, expanding one chamber, expanding two chambers
and expanding all chambers with the same volume-change ratio. (b) The results com-
puted by our forward kinematic algorithm. (c) Calibrated ratio for the relationship
between pressures and expanding ratios under different actuation statuses. (d) Study
the trajectories for the tip point (shown as the red dot in (a)) by comparing the results of
physical tests, analytic computation [80] and our forward kinematic algorithm, where
the black arrow shows the direction of tip moving.
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Our simulator has also proves its effectiveness in modeling the behavior
of a pneumatic-driven three-chamber soft robot. This design was originally
presented in [85], and the robot has three chambers that can be actuated indi-
vidually to bend its body in 3D space. The soft part of the actuator is fabricated
using the Object 350 Connex3 printer with the mixture between a rigid (Vero-
Magenta) and a soft material (Agilus 30 Black), which has a rigidity of shore
70A hardness. In our experiments, the three chambers are pressurized one af-
ter another by P = 100 ∼ 240 kPa, and the related hysteresis curve α(P ) can
be found in Fig. 2.12(c).

The forward kinematic computation for actuating multiple chambers is
presented in Fig. 2.12(b) and compared with analytic computation [80]
and physical tests. The trajectories of the tip’s movements are plotted in
Fig. 2.12(d). It is easy to note that our algorithm can generate results more
accurately than the analytic prediction method presented in [80], which deter-
mines the position of an investigated point by simply combining the prediction
results of individual chambers. The maximum tracking error (on every way-
point) observed in the results of forward kinematic computation is less than
3mm throughout the whole trajectory. The dimension of this soft actuator is
48mm× 48mm× 136mm and the model used for kinematic computing con-
tains 135k tetrahedra.

2.7 Conclusion and Discussion

In this chapter, we present a fast simulator for soft robots based on geometric
computing. In our method, both the soft body of robots and different types of
actuation are modeled as geometric elements that are integrated into an energy
optimization formulation. Meanwhile, the distribution of multiple materials
on the body of a soft robot is formulated by giving different stiffnesses to
different elements, where the stiffness is represented by a calibrated shape pa-
rameter in our framework. We have proposed an efficient optimization-based
algorithm for solving forward kinematics. Our method is fast and adaptable
for various actuation types and can handle soft robots with complex designs.
In comparison to existing soft robot modeling solutions, our method balances
efficiency and accuracy in computing. In particular, it demonstrates excellent
performance in convergence and robustness when dealing with large rotational
deformation. We have conducted several physical experiments to validate the
accuracy of our framework.

As a numerical method, it represents soft robots in a discrete form as vol-
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Figure 2.13: The performance of our kinematic computing method on meshes with
different resolutions from coarse to fine. As can be expected, a finer mesh takes more
time on each iteration but can generate more accurate results. In our practice, we use a
relatively fine mesh that can also give very accurate prediction (i.e., a mesh with 25.8k
vertices as shown in the circled dash line).

umetric meshes. Our framework supports different types of elements that can
precisely describe the model (e.g. tetrahedron for general 3D shape and prism
for thin-shell structure). The average time used to compute forward kinematics
for a single step of iteration keeps a nearly linear relationship with the number
of vertices in a mesh (see Fig. 2.13). Simultaneously, we also observe that
accurate results could be achieved when a relatively fine mesh is employed
to conduct the simulation. Specifically, the average tracking error is less than
1mm for the three-chamber soft manipulator when a relatively fine mesh is
employed. In real applications, we always adjust the mesh density and com-
pare the results of FK computing to seek a good balance between accuracy
and efficiency. In the next chapter, the progressive remeshing process is dis-
cussed to precisely model the behavior of pneumatic-driven soft robot where
the chamber region is extremely expanded.

The effectiveness of the simulation proposed in this chapter relies on the
small strain assumption of elements during the deformation. Therefore, the
current material model needs to be further extended to support cases with large
local stretch – e.g., the soft robots fabricated with silicon rubber. In the next
chapter, the simulator is enhanced to support the modeling of soft material
with hyperelastic properties. Meanwhile, the support of collision checking
and response is added to the simulator.



3
Collision-Aware Fast Simulation for Soft

Robots by Optimization-Based
Geometry Computing

Soft robots can safely interact with environments because of their mechani-
cal compliance. Self-collision is also employed in the modern design of soft
robots to enhance their performance in different tasks. However, developing
an efficient and reliable simulator that can handle the collision response well
is still a challenging task. In this chapter, we enhance the fast geometry-based
simulator developed in Chapter 2 to support the modeling of soft robots un-
der collision. A highly efficient and realistic collision checking / response
model is developed, and the hyperelastic material property is incorporated.
Both actuated deformation and collision response for soft robots are formu-
lated as geometry-based objectives. The collision-free body of a soft robot can
be obtained by minimizing the geometry-based objective function. Unlike the
FEA-based physical simulation, the proposed pipeline performs a much lower
computational cost. Moreover, adaptive remeshing is applied to achieve the
improvement of the convergence when dealing with soft robots that have large
volume variations. Experimental tests are conducted on different soft robots to
verify the performance of our approach1.

1This chapter is based on the paper that has been published as:
Guoxin Fang, Yingjun Tian, Andrew Weightman, and Charlie C.L. Wang, ”Collision-Aware
Fast Simulation for Soft Robots by Optimization-Based Geometric Computing”, The 2022
IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS 2022), accepted.
Note: a few modification and combination has been made to the original published text.
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3.1 Introduction

Powered by the flexibility of soft materials and novel structure designs, soft
robots can perform complex deformation in their body shapes and safely in-
teract with other objects [86]. Thus, they have many advantages in certain
tasks, such as grasping fragile objects [87, 88] and exploring confined envi-
ronments [89, 16], which are challenging for conventional robots that have
rigid bodies. When controlling rigid robots to complete tasks, robot-robot col-
lisions and robot-environment collisions are generally prohibited. A simplified
solution is to avoid contact. However, this is not the case for soft robots since
the phenomenon of contact caused by collision plays an important role in al-
lowing them to safely interact with environments and their own bodies. One
should note that self-collision has been employed in modern design to achieve
advanced functionality [90, 91]. For example, the soft gripper presented in
Fig. 3.1 has the ability to interact and grasp objects with its soft body. Mean-
while, the self-collision that happens in the gap region between chambers can
enhance the stiffness of the grasping action and provide faster responses in
bending deformation (ref. [92, 93]).

3.1.1 Challenges in Collision-Aware Simulation for Soft Robots

At present, the design process of soft robots heavily relies on the experience of
engineers. Building effective computational tools is essential for accelerating
the process. Studies have been conducted on using FEA in the loop of design
optimization (e.g., [94, 95, 96]). Meanwhile, predicting the behavior of soft
robot under actuation also plays an important role in building fast model-based
controllers [97].

Efficiently simulating the deformation of soft robots while considering
self-collisions and interactions with obstacles is still a challenging problem.
Incorporating the collision response into the simulation of soft robots requires
the information of whole body shapes. In this case, FEA-based simulator is
more general and effective than the analytical models (e.g., [98]). Neverthe-
less, the hyperelastic material properties of soft materials and the highly non-
linear deformation presented on soft robots [89, 99] (e.g., expanding, twisting,
and bending) make obtaining an accurate result from simulations quiet time-
consuming.

The challenges of building collision-aware simulation for soft robots are
summarized below.
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Figure 3.1: Pneumatically actuated soft gripper that can effectively grasp objects by
large inflation of chambers and the self-collision between neighboring chambers: (a)
the physical result on a soft gripper made by silicone casting and (b) our simulation
result that can well predict the shape of the soft gripper by considering both the robot-
robot and the robot-obstacle collisions.

1. Complexity in deformation: The involvement of highly nonlinear defor-
mation makes FEA-based simulations difficult to converge in numer-
ical iterations [100]. For example, the largely inflated chambers for
pneumatic-driven soft robots can lead to highly distorted elements for
FEA, which introduces numerical instability.

2. Fast collision checking through actuation: Unlike articulated robots
with rigid bodies, the freeform deformable body shape of a soft robot
makes collision detection and self-collision detection more difficult to
conducted efficiently.

3. Efficient collision response with hyperelastic material properties: Once
(self-)collisions are detected, a response algorithm needs to modify a
soft robot’s current shape to eliminate collided regions. Providing effec-
tive collision response while being able to mimic the complex physical
behavior of hyperelastic materials is challenging.

In this work, we propose a method of optimization-based geometric computing
to tackle the mentioned challenges.
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3.1.2 Related Work

To model the behavior of soft robot with interaction, full FEA-based simu-
lations are most widely used due to their proof of high accuracy [101, 94].
However, the computational cost is high since a small time step needs to be
used to solve the nonlinear geometry change (mainly rotational) of a col-
lision response. Reduced FEA-based numerical models that are based on
voxel [102] or particle [103] approximation can achieve simulation with real-
time speed. Based on off-the-shelf physics engine of rigid-body simulation,
Graule et al. [104] built a model to predict the behavior of a continuum robot
finger when interacting with a complex environment. The self-collision issue
was not considered in these frameworks. A general simulator that was based
on force-equilibrium function was developed by Duriez et al. [105], and it
can achieve the speed of real-time simulation with the help of model reduc-
tion [106]. This work was recently enhanced by the self-collision response
and has improved its accuracy when controlling cable-driven soft robots [93].
However, the (self-)collision region was defined during the pre-processing step
and was fixed through actuation. Furthermore, their method, which is based
on integration along time steps, accumulates the error; therefore, the simula-
tion could become non-realistic for pneumatic-driven soft robots with large
expanding and complex rotational deformation, which has been discussed in
[13].

For applications such as cloth simulation and animation, research has been
conducted in computer graphics (e.g., [107, 108, 109]) to tackle the problem
of collision detection and response for deformable objects. Methods based on
bounding-volume hierarchies (BVHs), distance fields, and spatial partitioning
were invited for fast collision detection (see [110] for a comprehensive re-
view). In this work, BVH-based acceleration is applied to support real-time
(self-)collision detection for soft robots. For collision response, the method
presented in [111] was based on using constrained optimization to minimize
the collided region between two objects. Penalty force-based method was
also utilized to accelerate the collision-response process with time integra-
tion [112, 113], which however suffers from the difficulty of tuning parame-
ters to avoid unrealistic results in simulation. Meanwhile, none of these works
incorporates the hyperelastic properties of materials that are commonly used
to fabricate soft robots. In this paper, we bring the idea from spring-mass sys-
tems [114] and build the ‘virtual’ spring elements for collision response. When
the spring energy for these elements is minimized, collision-free is achieved on
the bodies of soft robots.
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3.1.3 Our Method

In this work, we present an optimization-based simulator that can efficiently
predict complicated deformation on soft robots and effectively provide realis-
tic collision response by incorporating hyperelastic material properties. Our
method extends the pipeline of geometry computing that is presented in Chap-
ter 2. The elastic energy in soft body is minimized to compute its deformed
shape, and the actuation is formulated as constraints in terms of length, area or
volume variation applied to some elements. After using axis-aligned bound-
ing boxes (AABB) as BVH to support real-time (self-)collision detection, we
introduce a group of ’virtual’ spring elements to link collided points with their
collision-free corresponding vertices. The hard-to-solve collision response
constraint is then be reformulated as a quadratic energy term to be minimized.
A local-global iterative solver is employed to find the collision-free shape un-
der certain actuation. The geometry-based hyperelastic material model [115]
is adopted in our approach, where the material parameters are obtained from
physical calibration.

The technical contributions of our work include the following:

• A geometry-based simulator that can effectively predict the shape of soft
robots with large and complex deformation by incorporating adaptive
remeshing;

• Applying a BVH-based fast collision checking method to detect both
robot-robot and robot-obstacle interactions through the deformation of
soft robots;

• A spring-element-assisted collision response model that incorporates
hyperelastic material properties.

The generality and performance of our collision-aware soft robot simulator
have been tested and verified on different soft robots fabricated from different
materials. In all experimental tests, our simulator can successfully mimic the
physical behaviors of soft robots with high accuracy. When compared with
FEA-based methods, our simulator shows better performance in its efficiency
and capability of numerical convergence.
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Figure 3.2: (a) The input shape of a soft robot is represented by two surface meshes
Sc (as chamber) and Sb (as body). (b) Volume tessellation is applied to generate
tetrahedral meshes Mc and Mb. (c) Inflation in the chamber region drives the soft
robot being deformed toMd = {Md

c ,Md
b}. Adaptive remeshing is applied to update

Mc during the deformation.

3.2 Simulation for Soft Robot with Collisions

This section first presents how to formulate the problem of predicting the de-
formed shape of soft robots under certain actuations as a constrained optimiza-
tion problem that can be solved by geometric computing. The fast collision
detection is enabled by BVH based search. The collision response model will
be formulated by adding ‘virtual’ spring elements into the constrained opti-
mization framework.

3.2.1 Geometry-Based Optimization for Modeling Soft Robots

As illustrated in Fig.3.2, we require an input of two surface meshes Sc and
Sb that represent the initial shape of a soft robot in the form of its chamber
and body, respectively. Volumetric tessellation (function remarked as T (·))
is applied to generate a tetrahedral mesh that interpolated these two surface
meshes. Note that the tetrahedral elements are generated between Sc and Sb
and also inside Sc. M is segmented into two topologically connected parts
Mc andMb. Elements inM are categorized as chamber element (e ∈ Mc,
shows in red) and body element (e ∈Mb, shows in gray). We remark the shape
of each element by matrix Ve = [v1,v2,v3,v4] ∈ R3×4, where vi gives the
position of the i-th vertex.
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Without loss of generality, when pneumatic actuation is applied, the defor-
mation of soft robot is driven by the volume expansion in chamber elements.
Meanwhile, the shape of body region will be changed as the elements are topo-
logically connected. Here a target volume expansion ratio α is given as the
input actuation parameter. In the geometry-based simulation pipeline [100],
shapes of the body elements were computed by minimizing the elastic energy
Eela. This energy is evaluated by the shape difference between the element’s
deformed shape Vd and its target shape Vt (details are presented in Chapter
2 and Sec. 3.3.1). Meanwhile, collisions could occur either between differ-
ent bodies of the soft robot (i.e., self-collision) or between the soft robot and
external obstacles.

The optimization problem that computes deformed shape Md is formu-
lated as

argmin
Md

Eela =
∑
e∈Mb

Vol(e)∥NVd −R(NVt)∥2 (3.1)

s.t. Vol(Md
c) = α

∑
e∈Mc

Vol(e) (3.2)

v ∩ e = ∅ (∀v ∈ Sc, e ∈M) (3.3)

M∩Oobs = ∅ (3.4)

In the definition of elastic energy (Eq.(3.1)), the matrix N = I4×4 − 1
414×4

is used to transform the element to the coordinate origin. The rotation matrix
R is computed by single value decomposition (SVD) and aligns Vd and Vt

to the same pose. The operator Vol(·) in the actuation constraint (Eq.(3.2))
computes the volume of a given element. The self-collision-free requirements
are formulated as hard constraints (Eq.(3.3)) where each vertex located at the
boundary ofMb (remark as v ∈ ∂Mb = Sc) should not go inside any of the
other tetrahedral elements on M. Interaction with the obstacles are handled
by the last hard constraint (Eq.(3.4)).

To effectively solve this nonlinear system, we introduce a projection-based
local-global solver to Algorithm 1 in Chapter 2; however, we need to deal with
the newly added collision constraints (i.e., Eqs.(3.3) and (3.4)). The details of
this solver that incorporates collision response are presented in Sec. 3.3. We
first discuss the method for fast collision detection and our collision response
model in the following section.
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Figure 3.3: (a) AABB trees are built for both soft robots and obstacles for fast col-
lision detection. (b) The structure of BVHs can be re-used when the deformation is
relatively small (i.e., only the dimensions of the bounding-boxes need to be updated).

3.2.2 Fast (Self-)Collision Detection with BVHs

For the purpose of collision detection, a brute-force solution is to check all
tetrahedra for every vertex on the surface of a soft robot to determine whether
any intersection happens. This method, however, introduces a high computa-
tional cost when dense meshes are involved. An algorithm based on BVHs is
ultilized to accelerate the search by avoiding unnecessary checks of collision
pairs during the computation.

First, the axis-aligned bounding box (AABB) trees [116] are constructed
for bothM and Oobs. The bounding-box of a whole model is set as the tree’s
root, and the nodes in different levels are built to split elements into smaller
and smaller bounding boxes until reaching the leaf nodes that only contain
one tetrahedron (illustrated in Fig. 3.3). Both the self-collision and obstacle
interactions can be efficiently detected using the traversal on the AABB trees,
which has the complexity ofO(n log(n)) with n being the number of elements.

AABB trees are employed in our framework instead of other BVHs since
the structure of AABB trees can be kept through the deformation while only the
geometry of bounding boxes is updated by the new positions of the tetrahedra.
The tightness of bounding will become loose after presenting large deforma-
tions on the soft bodies. The trees can be re-built when necessary. In all our
examples that are presented in this paper, we only rebuild the AABB trees af-
ter remeshing. The collision detection can always be efficiently conducted on
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Figure 3.4: An illustration of building ‘virtual’ spring elements for collision response.
The starting point of a spring can be conceptually considered as a point through the
direction of v⃗vc inside the model. (a) Self-collision happens between two chamber
regions that both belong to the body meshMb. (b) Interaction betweenMb andOobs.

AABB trees without re-building. Based on our test, (self)-collision detection
can be completed at 24fps for a mesh that contains 40k tetrahedra. In each
iteration, we stored all collided vertices in the set Vcol. Statistics regarding the
computational time for the collision detection are listed in Sec. 3.4.

3.2.3 Collision Response by Spring Elements

After detecting the collided regions, we built virtual springs on every vertex
v ∈ Vcol for the purpose of collision response. As illustrated in Fig. 3.4, when
a vertex v goes inside the collided region (depicted in orange), we could con-
sider adding a virtual spring between v and the predicted position vc where it
should contact on the interface after removing collision. Without loss of gen-
erality, we could conceptually assume the spring’s length was changed from
its resting length l0 to the deformed status ld. To compute the collision-free
shape using geometric optimization, we allows the ‘virtual’ spring to drag the
collided vertex v to a collision-free position vc. This collision response can be
formulated as minimizing the spring energy:

Ecol = k(ld − l0)
2 = k∥v − vc∥2. (3.5)

When Ecol is minimized close to zero, the vertex will no longer collide with
the model itself or other obstacles.

For the case of self-collision as illustrated in Fig. 3.4(a), the correspond-
ing position vc is computed by searching along the inverse normal direction
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−n⃗(v) from v until it intersects with the boundary of the collided region (re-
marked as ∂Mcol). In the case of robot-obstacle interaction, vc is found to
be the closest point on ∂Mcol (see Fig. 3.4(b)). To avoid numerical errors,
∂Mcoll is computed by giving a small offset ϵ to the boundaries of robots and
obstacles. The closest point can be efficiently computed with the help of the
PQP library [117].

During the iteration of deformation, corresponding points need to be up-
dated accordingly. The spring elements also need to be added or removed
throughout the iteration to avoid unrealistic adhesion behavior. In the next
section, we will present the details of the adaptive collision response and a
local-global solver that minimizes Eela + Ecol with the actuation constraints
(i.e., Eq.(3.2)).

3.3 Projection-Based Solver with Remeshing

By incorporating collision constraints as the spring energy to be minimized,
the collision-aware simulation for soft robots can be reformulated as an opti-
mization problem. A local-global iterative solver is used to solve this system.
In the local step, the target shapes for chamber elements, body elements, and
spring elements are computed using local projection. These target shapes are
set to satisfy the corresponding objectives or constraints. In this local step,
collision detection is also applied to update spring elements accordingly. After
that, a global blending step is applied to assemble all elements together accord-
ing to their topological connections. Repeatedly applying the local projection
and the global blending steps results in the collision-free shape of a soft robot.
Meanwhile, progressive remeshing is conducted to ensure a stable and realistic
result when simulating soft robots with very large chamber deformation.

3.3.1 Computing Target Shapes by Local Projection

We introduce how the target shapes are computed for different types of ele-
ments. For chamber elements with volume variation, their target shape are
computed using an average expansion in all verities as illustrated in Fig. 3.5(a)
and is the same as presented in Chapter 2. With actuation parameter α as
input, the target position for the i-th vertex in the element is determined as
vt
i = 3

√
αvi. This update ensures that the volume of the chamber region is

updated to α times its initial status to satisfy constraint (Eq.(3.2)).
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Figure 3.5: Computing the target shapes for (a) a chamber element with given ac-
tuation parameter α and (b) a body element (v ∈ Mb) by incorporating material
parameter Rω .

Body elements with hyperelastic material properties

The property of soft material needs to be integrated when computing the target
shape for body elements. We modify the scheme of shape blending presented
in Chapter 2.3 by using the strain-related stiffness parameter to mimic the be-
havior of hyperelasticity in soft material. As illustrated in Fig. 3.5(b), the
projected shape is first computed by combing the initial shape and the current
shape of an element. The target shape is then computed by

Vblend = (1−Rω(ε))RNVd +Rω(ε)NV, (3.6)

Vt =
Vol(Vt)

Vol(Vblend)
Vblend. (3.7)

Here, the parameter Rω is a function of the strain ε (detail presented in [115])
and can be calibrated from physical test. Meanwhile, to ensure the incompress-
ibility of hyperelastic materials (i.e., with Poisson’s ratio around 0.5), volume
scaling is applied to this element. In our experiments, two silicon rubbers –
Ecoflex 00-30 and Dargon Skin 20A – are modeled since they are widely used
in fabricating soft robots [90, 89, 99]. Detailed data for these materials is pro-
vided in Sec. 3.4.
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Figure 3.6: Iterative updating of spring elements and their correspondences vc in
collision response. (a) The initial status contains spring elements that are added to
detected collision vertices. (b, c) Through the iteration, the spring elements are deac-
tivated (depicted in gray) when v has been pulled out of the collided regionMcol. (d)
The final collision-free status with all spring elements released.

Spring elements with updated correspondences

As explained in Sec. 3.2.3, the target shape of a spring element is set as the
spring’s initial status (i.e., letting the collided point v move to its correspond-
ing point vc). In each iteration, the target shape for a spring element needs
to be updated together with collision detection. This process is explained and
illustrated in Fig. 3.6. An existing spring element will be released if the vertex
v has been outside the collided region and is away from the boundary ofMcol:

v /∈ Oobs, ||⃗n · (v − vc)|| > ϵ. (3.8)

For example, springs depicted in Fig. 3.6(b) with a gray color are to be re-
moved in the next iteration since they have satisfied the above mentioned con-
dition (Eq.(3.8)). The iteration of collision response would terminate when all
the springs are released (i.e., Vcol = ∅; see Fig. 3.6(d) for an example).
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Figure 3.7: The simulation results for a soft robot with twisting deformation under
actuation. (a) By progressively remeshing the chamber regionMc (depicted in red),
our method can generate the results that mimic the physical behavior portrayed in (c)
as applying different volume-based actuation parameters (from left to right): α =
5, 28, and 115. (b) Directly applying a large actuation parameter α = 28 leads to an
unrealistic result in simulation.

3.3.2 Local-Global Solver with Progressive Remeshing

After defining the target shapes for all elements, the optimization problem is
transformed into an augmented form that minimizes the energy∑

e∈Mb,Mc

ωe||NVd −R(NVt)||2 +
∑

v∈Vcol

||v − vc||2. (3.9)

By adopting the strategy of local-global solver, the variables Vt, R, and vc are
computed in the local step by shape projection. Those variables are fixed in the
global step. Therefore, the energy minimization problem defined in Eq.(3.9)
becomes a least-square problem since only the position of vertices in {Vd} are
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unknown variables. The local and global steps are applied in an iterative man-
ner, and it has been proved that this solver can effectively minimize energy in
a few steps. In our implementation, the Anderson-Acceleration method [118]
is applied to further improve the converging speed of this iterative-based nu-
merical solver.

On the other hand, we find that unrealistic results could be obtained when
large volume-variation-based actuation is direct applied in the simulation. An
example is illustrated in Fig. 3.7(b). This is caused by a very sparse density of
elements in the region of chamberMc in the robot’s initial shape. To tackle
this issue, we progressively apply actuation and remesh the chamber region
Mc = T (Sdc ) when necessary. Specifically after deforming a soft robot, we
apply the remeshing step if any of the chamber elements is detected as either

1. having Vol(Vd)/Vol(V) > αmax as a significant volume change, or
2. with norm(Σ) > dmax reflecting tremendous distortion in its shape.

Here Σ is the diagonal scaling matrix that is obtained using the SVD of the
affine transformation matrix from Vd to V. The threshold values αmax = 4.0
and dmax = 4.0 are selected based on the experiments.

An example is presented in Fig. 3.7 to demonstrate the importance and ef-
fectiveness of this remeshing step: a pneumatic-driven twisting soft robot can
have the chamber region expanded more than 100 times compared to its initial
volume. By applying progressive remeshing, the simulation result of a twist-
ing soft robot can realistically match with the result of physical experiments
(illustrated in Fig. 3.7(c)). The local-global solver is illustrated in Algorithm
2, in which the remeshing and collision response are presented.
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Algorithm 2: Collision-Aware Soft Robot Simulation
Input: Soft robot model Sc and Sb, actuation parameter α, and

obstacle model Oobs.
Output: Deformed collision-free soft robot body shape Sb.

1 Generate FE modelM =Mc +Mb by T (Sc,Sb);
2 k = 0, αk = αmax,Mk

c =Mc;
3 while Vol(Mk

c ) < αVol(Mc) do
/* Collision-aware local-global solver */

4 while Vcoll ̸= ∅ and i < imax do
5 Vt,R,vc ← local-step(Vcoll,Mi, αk);
6 Mi+1 ← global-step(Vt,R,vc);
7 update Vcoll ← CollisionCheck(Mi,Oobs);
8 end

/* Check if remeshing needed */

9 for e ∈Mc do
10 if Vol(ek+1)/Vol(ek) > αmax or Σ(e) > dmax then
11 Remesh and updateMk =Mk

b + T (Skc );
12 end
13 end
14 k = k + 1, and αk = kαmax;
15 end
16 return Sb = ∂Mk

b ;

Figure 3.8: A case study that is conducted using a twisting soft robot. (a) The phys-
ical experiment test the twisting soft robot to hold a cylindrical object, and (b) our
simulator can successfully model the collision behavior when the obstacle is added
and when large pneumatic actuation is applied.
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Figure 3.9: (a) The simulation result for the soft finger made by silicone rubber,
which can perform large bending deformation. (b) The simulation result can capture
the physical behavior.

3.4 Experiment Results

In this section, we demonstrate the behavior of our collision-aware soft robot
simulator by presenting several case studies. The proposed computational
framework is implemented with C++ and run with a PC with AMD 3950x
CPU and 32GB memory. The parallel computing is supported by OpenMP,
and the Eigen library is used to solve the linear system. The simulation results
were also compared to physical experiments to verify the performance of our
approach.

3.4.1 Twisting Soft Robot

The first case study is conducted on a plant-inspired soft robot [99] that can
perform twisting deformation. The robot consists of a cylindrical body and
a spiral-shape chamber. Eco-Flex 00-30 silicon rubber is used to fabricate
the robot, and we model its hyperelastic material property by using first-order
Mooney-Rivlin with c1 = 0.0418 MPa and c2 = 0.0106 MPa [99]. The simu-
lation results are presented in Fig. 3.7(b) and can mimic the physical behavior
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Figure 3.10: The simulator can predict the tip trajectory of the soft finger more pre-
cisely after integrating the collision response model.

when remeshing is applied to the chamber region.

This twisting soft robot is able to firmly twine a target object. As depicted
in Fig. 3.8, a cylindrical obstacle is tightly grasped when the soft robot is ac-
tuated into a shape around the cylinder. This behavior is also successfully
simulated using our method: larger actuation is added to the chamber region
to produce a tighter grasping actuation (see the right of Fig. 3.8(b)). The mesh
model used for simulating this soft robot contains 28.2k tetrahedra. With this
mesh density, the simulator could achieve a computing speed of 8.09 seconds
per time step. This is around 25 times faster than a nonlinear FEA-based sim-
ulation (conducted by Abaqus software) that takes more than 3 minutes on a
mesh with a similar density. Commercial software such as Abaqus also suffers
from the convergence problem due to the distortion in elements when large
inflation is applied.

3.4.2 Soft Finger with Self-Collision

The second case study is conducted on a soft finger model, where both self-
collision and robot-obstacle interactions occur at the same time. The result
of free-bending that considers self-collision between chambers is presented
in Fig. 3.9, and the comparison on the tracked tip position can be found in
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Figure 3.11: The behavior of a soft gripper that is first actuated and then interacts with
the obstacle. Both robot-robot and robot-obstacle collision responses are included in
the simulation. Our method demonstrates a faster computing speed while maintaining
heave good convergence when large deformations happen.

Fig. 3.10. Without an effective collision response, the simulator presented
in Chapter 2 cannot precisely mimic the behavior of a soft finger (i.e., large
tracking error occurs in the tip trajectory). Another result of simulating the
behavior of a soft finger when both robot-robot and robot-obstacle interactions
happen together during the movement is presented in Fig. 3.11.

We also use two soft materials, Eco-flex 0030 and Dargon Skin 20, to
fabricate two soft fingers for comparison. The Dargon Skin 20 material is
around 3 times stiffer, and the Mooney–Rivlin model with c1 = 0.119 MPa,
c2 = 0.023 MPa is used. As depicted in Fig. 3.12, two soft robots perform
differently when interacting with obstacles. With a softer material, the contact
region becomes larger, and the resultant shape is more around the obstacle’s
boundary. This phenomenon of different materials is well captured by our
simulator with the incorporated hyperelastic material model.

3.4.3 Soft Membrane Driven by Interactions

To verify the behavior in interactions between multiple soft robots, the pro-
posed method is applied to simulate the behavior of a soft membrane setup as
illustrated in Fig. 3.13. The membrane can be deformed to a free-form shape
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Figure 3.12: The behavior of a soft gripper while grasping an obstacle with a round
shape. The soft grippers were fabricated using different types of silicon rubber, such
as (a) Dragon Skin 20 and (b) Eco-flex 00-30. Our simulator results (depicted on the
right) successfully predict both behaviors with corresponding material properties.

through interactions with four pneumatic-driven chambers below it [119]. The
size of the setup is 250 × 250 mm, which is fabricated using the Dragon skin
20. Our model precisely capture the shape of the outer membrane according
to the given actuation parameters applied to the inner chamber array. The pre-
dicted shape is compared to the shape captured from physical setup by motion
capture system. The maximum error is 5.0 mm as shown in Fig. 3.13, which
is 2% of the hardware setup’s size.

3.4.4 Statistics Analysis of Computing Speed

The statistics of computing costs are listed in Table 3.1. In general, the com-
puting speed of our simulator is around 25 times faster than the FEA-based
simulation on the mesh models with similar density. In comparison to with
other reduced FEA-based numerical models (e.g., SOFA [105]) that have faster
computing speeds, our method is more robust when large nonlinear deforma-
tions happen, which guarantees converging with a realistic simulation result.
In all steps of our simulation, solving the optimization problem Eq.(3.9) takes
more than 45% of the simulation time. Collision detection is run in real time
(i.e., less than 0.12 seconds for all cases), and collision response consumes
25% of the total time. The time used to generate tetrahedral mesh can be fur-
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Figure 3.13: Soft membrane driven by interactions with chambers at the bottom: (a)
simulation result, (b) physical result on hardware, and (c) quantities analysis of the
shape estimation error.

ther reduced by utilizing a more efficient method for volume tessellation [120].

Table 3.1: Computational cost of the collision-aware simulator†

Models Tet. #
Mesh
Gener.

Col.
Check

Col.
Resp.

Iter.
Solver

Soft Finger 79,048 3.54 s 0.07 s 4.38 s 7.46 s
Twisting Soft Robot 28,198 2.81 s 0.03 s 1.71 s 3.54 s

Soft Membrane 34,680∗ 0.96 s 0.12 s 1.63 s 3.83 s

†The computing time is for single step with given actuation input.
∗Contains four chamber meshes; each one contains 8,670 tetrahedrons.
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3.5 Conclusion and Discussion

In this chapter, the previously developed fast simulator is enhanced through the
addition of functions collision checking and response. In comparison to exist-
ing FEA-based approaches, the proposed method demonstrates a much faster
computational speed and very robust convergence with complex deformation
in a robot’s body shape (e.g., expanding, twisting, and bending). Both self-
collision and robot-obstacle interactions are successfully modeled. We have
tested the simulator on a variety of soft robot systems that are fabricated from
different materials with hyperelastic properties; the results accurately simulate
the physical deformation of soft robots.

The major limitation of the proposed collision-aware simulator is that the
prediction of contact force is not included in the proposed collision-response
model. Only friction-less contact is considered in this work to enable soft
robot slides on the contact plan. This limitation and potential future work is
discussed in Chapter 6.

The fast numerical simulator developed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 pro-
vides the solution to the FK computing of soft robots, which can further con-
tribute to solving the IK problem. In the next chapter, an iterative algorithm
is developed to compute the IK of soft robots: the simulator is used as a basic
function to evaluate task-specific kinematics objectives and the corresponding
Jacobian matrix.





4
Inverse Kinematics of Soft Robots:

Algorithms and Case Studies

The inverse kinematics (IK) of soft robots is defined as finding proper control
parameters in actuator space that drive soft robots to finish tasks conducted
in either task space or configuration space. In this chapter, we formulate IK
computing as an optimization problem in which task-specific objectives are
defined and to be minimized. A gradient-based iterative solver is utilized to
effectively find the optimum actuation solutions, and the geometry-based sim-
ulator developed in the previous chapter is applied to evaluate the gradient by
numerical difference. Two tasks including path following and object grasping
are studied on different soft robot setups. The computation results in the virtual
environment and physical experiments prove the effectiveness of the proposed
method1.

1This chapter is based on papers that have been published as:
Guoxin Fang, Rob B.N. Scharff, and Charlie C.L. Wang, ”Controlling Multi-segment Soft
Robot for Grasping”, IEEE International Conference on Automation Science and Engineering
(CASE), 2019, short paper (4 pages);
Guoxin Fang, Christopher-Denny Matte, Rob B.N. Scharff, Tsz-Ho Kwok, and Charlie C.L.
Wang, ”Kinematics of soft robots by geometric computing”, IEEE Transactions on Robotics,
vol.36, no.4, pp.1272-1286, August 2020.
Note: modification and combination have been made to the original published text.
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4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we present a fast simulation tool that can model the
behavior of soft robot under given actuation parameters. In the applications of
soft robots, obtaining the needed actuation by the given deformed shape is also
demanded. This is an inverse kinematic problem to be solved in this chapter.
To better formulate the problem, we first remark that the deformed shape of
the soft robot body as the output of an implicit function of forward kinematics
asM(c) = ffk(c). Here, c is the input actuation parameter.

For articulated robots, IK is generally described as calculating joint status
that makes the end-effector reach its target pose (remark as vt). Unlike low
DOFs articulated robots where analytical IK can be obtained, IK of soft robots
cannot be directly calculated as c = f−1

fk (v
t). Moreover, as discussed in Chap-

ter 1, for the application where the soft robot shape needs to be controlled, IK
can also be defined as finding the proper parameters of actuation to control
the configuration space with large/infinite DoFs. Therefore, IK of soft robots
needs to be solved via numerical computation (ref. [121]), and is formulated
as optimizing task-specific kinematic objectives.

In this chapter, a gradient-based iterative solver is first developed to com-
pute proper actuation parameters as the solution of IK problem. After that, two
case studies that include trajectory following and pick-and-place are presented
to verify the effectiveness of the IK solver.

4.2 Algorithm for Gradient-Based IK Computing

We remark the objective of kinematics as O(c), which is a function of c and
computed with the pose of end-effector or the entire configuration space (i.e.,
shape of robot body). Without lost of generality, we consider the second case
where the target shape is given as Mt. In this case, the objective is written
as the difference between two shapes as O(c) = diff(Mt, ffk(c)). The IK
solution of a soft robot can be computed by optimizing O(c) as

copt = argmin
c={c1,c2,...,cn}

O(c). (4.1)

We use the gradient-based method to solve this optimization task, which
needs to first figure out the gradients of objective function with respect to c.
The analytical solution of ∂O

∂ci
cannot be obtained as the forward kinematics
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function ffk(c) is only an implicit function of c. Fortunately, we can effi-
ciently and effectively evaluate the value of ffk(·) by our fast simulator – i.e.,
we can easily get the status of investigated vertices in regions-of-interest or
deformed soft robot shape according to the given actuation. As a result, nu-
merical differences are employed to compute the gradient ∇O =

[
∂O
∂ci

]
as

∂O
∂ci

=
O(. . . , ci +∆c, . . .)−O(. . . , ci −∆c, . . .)

2∆c
(4.2)

where ∆c is a small constant that can be determined according to the value of
objective functions by using the strategy from [122].

Directly updating the values of {ci} by using the gradient ∇O may lead
to a computation with slow convergence. To improve this, we apply a linear
search method to determine the best updating scale h so that

h = argminO(c+ h∇O). (4.3)

Specifically, we first determine a value of ∆h so that O(c + h∇O) < O(c)
by a shrinking step starting from ∆h = 1.0. The shrinkage speed is controlled
with a ratio τ ∈ (0, 1); we use τ = 0.1 in all our experimental tests. After that,
the scale h is further optimized by being incrementally enlarged with the step
size of ∆h (this is called an expanding step). These two steps of linear search
help us find a ‘loose’ optimum along the direction of∇O.

The terminal condition of optimization process for solving (4.1) is cho-
sen to be O(c,Mt) ≤ λ with λ being a threshold according to the accu-
racy allowed in different applications. However, it is also possible that a user-
specified goal cannot be realized by a soft robot (e.g. when a desired position
vt falls outside the reachable space of a robot; detail presented in Sec. 4.3.1).
Therefore, we also set a maximally allowed iteration number, imax, as another
terminal condition in our IK algorithm. Since the line-search strategy is used
to ensure the decrease of an objective function in every iteration, our method
can always provide a local optimum for objective function. The pseudo-code
of the IK computation is provided in Algorithm 3.

To verify the accuracy and efficiency of the IK solver in soft robot applica-
tions, piratical tasks that includes trajectory following and pick-and-place are
demonstrated in the following sections. Objective functions are specifically
defined for each task. Notice that all the algorithms with IK computing are im-
plemented in C++ and tested on a standard PC with a 6-core Intel i7 2.4GHz
CPU and 16GB RAM.
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Algorithm 3: InverseKinematicComp
Input: The rest shapeM, the target shapeMt, and the maximally

allowed iterations imax.
Output: The actuation parameters c

1 Set the initial actuation parameters as the rest configuration c = c0;
2 Set the iteration time i = 1;
3 while O(c,Mt) > λ and i < imax do
4 Compute the gradient of objective function as∇O;
5 Set the step size ∆h = 1.0;
6 Compute Onew = O(c+∆h∇O);

/* Soft line-search (line 7-17) */
/* Step 1: Shrinking */

7 while Onew ≥ Oi do
8 ∆h = τ∆h;
9 Compute and update Onew = O(c+∆h∇O);

10 end
/* Step 2: Expanding */

11 Set h = ∆h;
12 repeat
13 Compute and update Onew = J(c+ (h+∆h)∇O);
14 if Onew ≤ Oopt then
15 Set Oopt = Onew and h = h+∆h;
16 end
17 until Onew > Oopt;

/* Best h has been found */
18 Set c = c+ h∇J and i = i+ 1;
19 end
20 return c;
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4.3 Case Study I: Trajectory Following

We first demonstrate the behavior of the IK algorithm in the trajectory planning
task. Given the desired motion trajectory L for an investigated point p on the
soft robotM, the task of trajectory planning can be solved by finding the pa-
rameters of actuation that drive p traveling along L accurately. To realize this,
we first sample N points on L and category them as PL = {p1,p2, . . . ,pN}.
After running the IK computation presented in Algorithm 3 for each target
point pk ∈ PL, we are able to determine the corresponding parameter set Ck
in joint space for actuation (i.e., the shortening ratio for each tendon’s length).
For the trajectory following case, the kinematics-related objective is defined as

O(c,pt) = ∥pc − pt∥2, pc ∈M(c) (4.4)

which measures the distance between the current position of the end-effector
pc and the target position of the waypoint pt. For the terminal condition
O(c,pt) ≤ λ that is used for IK computation, we choose λ = 0.2 mm and
imax = 30 for all waypoints.

4.3.1 Cable-Driven Soft Finger

The first experiment is conducted using a cable-driven soft finger with three
knuckles. The soft finger is fixed on a solid base in our experimental setup (as
illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a)) and for every ‘knuckle’, one iron cable is linked to
its top and driven individually by its corresponding stepper motor through the
pulley shaft. The design with multiple actuators enables the ability to control
the soft finger to move in a plane.

Implementation Details: After using different initial guesses for the IK com-
putation, we find that its speed of convergence strongly relies on the position
of initial guess (see Fig. 4.1(c)). Therefore, the following two strategies are
conducted to speed up the computation in our trajectory planning application.

• First, we generate a sample-based representation for the configuration
spacePω (see Fig. 4.1(b)) where the sample points pc ∈ Pw are obtained
by applying the FK algorithm with various combination of actuation
parameters. The initial guess of IK solution (i.e. q in Algorithm 3) for
the first point p1 on a trajectory L is then set as the control parameter of
its closest sample point in Pw.

• Second, a deformed shape is always kept during the computation and
serves as the initial shape for realizing the next target point. Specifi-
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Figure 4.1: A cable-driven soft finger with three tendons is used for the validation of
IK computation. (a) The experiment setup. (b) The configuration space is sampled to
obtain good initial values for IK computing (125 sample points are displayed). (c) The
study of convergence for IK computation by evaluating the objective function EIK(·)
(Eq.(4.4)) with the target position of the tracking point being given as the black star
shown in (b). We find that the converging speed of IK computation greatly improved
when the closest point (red triangle) in the sampled configuration space is used as the
initial guess.

cally, after obtaining the actuation parameters ck for the target point pk,
we update the shape of soft robot,M(ck), by applying the forward kine-
matics with ck as the input. This updated shape will be used as the input
for IK computation targeting on the next point pk+1.

The pseudo-code of the trajectory following algorithm and the above ac-
celeration strategies are provided in Algorithm 4. The computation of this
method is very efficient. First, a roughly sampled configuration space (e.g.
125 sample points) can be generated in 8.3 sec. to obtain good initial values.
Then, we conducted the tests on a ‘L’ trajectory (with N = 55) and a flame
trajectory (with N = 85) as shown in Fig. 4.2, the computing times are 38 sec.
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Algorithm 4: TrajectoryFollowing
Input: The rest shape V , the sampled working space Pw, the

investigated point q and the target trajectory L.
Result: The parameters of actuation C.

1 Generate the set of sample points PL = {p1,p2, . . . ,pN} on L;
2 Find the point pc ∈ Pw that minimizes ∥pc − p1∥;
/* Using the corresponding Cc of pc */

3 Vd ← ForwardKinematicComp(V , Cc);
/* Computing the actuation parameters */

4 for k = 1, 2 ... N do
/* Accelerate the IK computation by using Vd

and Cc as initial guess */
5 Ck ← InverseKinematicComp(V , pk);
6 Vd ← ForwardKinematicComp(V , Ck) and Cc ← Ck;
7 end
8 return C;

and 46 sec. respectively.

We further conduct physical experiments (see the hardware setup illus-
trated in Fig. 4.1(a)) to verify the parameters of actuation generated by Algo-
rithm 4. Arduino Mega 2560 and the RAMPS extension board are used to
generate the modulated pulse signals that control the pull and release of ca-
bles. To generate a motion that linearly interpolates the neighboring target
points, dynamic speed controller provided by Marlin firmware[123] is used to
synchronize the three motors. A camera system is used to track the actual po-
sition of the investigated point q, which is located at the top-right corner of
the soft finger. The resultant trajectories of physical movement are given in
Fig. 4.2(a), which are compared to the target trajectories. The errors of motion
are also visualized as two error curves in Fig. 4.2(b). Besides computation
error, errors in physical experiments are also generated by many other factors,
including the fabrication error, the control strategy and the unpredictable fric-
tion between cables and the soft finger.

By sampling the configuration space for a soft robot, one intuitive solution
of trajectory following can be realized by directly searching the closest sample
points in Pω and using their corresponding parameters for actuation. However,
this method needs a very dense sampling rate to guarantee the required numer-
ical accuracy that is comparable with our IK computing. Although our FK
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Figure 4.2: The results of experimental tests for moving a marker point along desired
trajectories: (a) comparison between the tracked actual movement and two target tra-
jectories, and (b) position errors of the investigated point that occurs while moving
along the ‘L’ trajectory (top) and the flame-shaped curve (bottom). The dimension of
the actuator is 120mm× 25mm× 25mm.

computing is very fast, the cost of this searching-based planning is still much
higher than the IK-based trajectory following method presented in Algorithm
4. For example, computing 3375 sample points beforehand (see Fig. 4.1(b))
takes more than 5 minutes. Moreover, preserving continuity on a path that is
realized by the sample-searching method is difficult. Notably, the IK comput-
ing presented in Algorithm 4 can ensure continuity by its nature as an iterative
algorithm. We test it on an extreme case as shown in Fig. 4.3 where part of the
desired trajectory falls out of the working space. The result of our algorithm is
a smooth path that is completely inside the feasible region.
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Figure 4.3: The results of IK computing and trajectory following with a desired tra-
jectory L that is partially out of the soft robot’s working space. Waypoints (red) on
L and their corresponding reachable points (black) determined by our IK solution are
depicted by the gray dashed lines.

4.3.2 Pneumatic-Driven Multi-Chamber Soft Robot

We also test the IK computing method to finish the trajectory following task
on a soft robot driven by multiple pneumatic actuators as illustrated in Fig. 4.4.
Efficiently predicting the required pressure that can generate an expected de-
formation on a pneumatic-driven soft robot can be very challenging when us-
ing conventional methods (such as the static force modeling [47] or the FEM
analysis [50]) because of the highly non-linearity of the problem. Specifically,
the required volume for each chamber for every waypoint is computed using
the IK solver and is then converted into the required pressure to be provided
by the actuation system.

The result of the trajectory following is illustrated in Fig. 4.5 with the
tracked trajectory plotted in the top view while compared with the desired
trajectory. By applying the Algorithm 4 to compute the motion sequence, the
end-effector of the soft robot can follow the desired flower-shaped trajectory
with an error under 4mm. The average computing time to find the IK solution
with a single waypoint is 138 seconds. The high computing cost is caused by
the usage of numerical simulation in the iteration loop to evaluate the objec-
tive and its gradient. In the next chapter, a learning-based pipeline is utilized
to accelerate this to real-time speed with further improved accuracy.
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Figure 4.4: (a) The experiment setup with multi-chamber 3D printed pneumatic-
driven soft actuators. (b) The top view of the setup and an illustration of the desired
trajectory.

Figure 4.5: Results of trajectory planning on a pneumatic-driven soft robot: (a) Con-
figuration space for the tip point on this robot is presented as the red 3D region, and
the blue curve illustrates the target trajectory. (b) Top view of tracked trajectory real-
ized by our IK computation based actuation. (c) The corresponding position error for
the tracked tip point.
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Figure 4.6: An illustration of a grasping task for multi-segment rigid-joint and soft-
bodied robots. a) A 3-DoF rigid robot with an end-effector can grasp the target object
by controlling the angle θi of each joint. b) A three-segment soft robot driven by
actuation variables {ci} can bend to complete the grasping task in an adaptive way.

4.4 Case Study II: Pick-and-Place

In robotic research, controlling precise grasping is a fundamental problem that
has been widely studied regarding industrial automation [3]. A traditional
rigid-joint robot (as illustrated in Fig.4.6(a)) usually realizes the grasping task
by moving the manipulator to the desired point and then using a gripper to pick
and place the object [124]. By building up the kinematics model analytically,
one can effectively compute the control parameter θi of each joint using IK,
which makes the control problem relatively intuitive. However, soft robot ma-
nipulators can achieve better robotic grasping solutions and have already been
commercialized by several companies (e.g. FESTO and Soft Robotics Inc.).
For this case study, we applied the developed IK solver to compute a feasi-
ble actuation parameter for soft robots to accomplish the pick-and-place task.
As illustrated in Fig.4.6(b), the motion of the soft robot is controlled by the
actuation parameters {ci}, where ci is formulated as the pressure of the inner
chamber of the i-th bendable soft segments.

The design of a three-segment soft robot used to conduct pick-and-place
task is illustrated in Fig.4.7. This multi-segment soft robot is composed of
three pneumatic-driven soft bending actuators that are rigidly connected and
moved together. The cross-section drawing of a single actuator presented in
the middle figure of Fig.4.7(a) shows that the design includes an inner fluid
channel, a soft continuum body, rigid connectors, and a thin inextensible layer.
Rigid plugs with inner fluid channels and tube connectors are used to link
the soft robot with the actuation system and make sure each gripper can be
actuated individually. When applying air pressure, with the help of the teeth-
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Figure 4.7: (a) Design and structure of the three-segment soft robot manipulator.
(b) Illustration of the pick-and-place process. The orange model represents the initial
shape, and the green model demonstrates how the end-effector is first positioned. After
grasping the object (gray model), the target object is placed in a new position (blue
model).

structure design and the inextensible layer, each soft segment can realize a
bending deformation of up to 180 degrees. This guarantees that the working
space for solving positioning and grasping tasks is large enough. The shape of
this soft actuator can be effectively modeled by the geometry-based simulator
presented in Chapter 2.

4.4.1 Objectives for Pick-and-Place Task

The pick-and-place task contains three steps as depicted in Fig.4.7(b). The
bottom-two segments are first actuated to position the target point P0 (located
at the tip of the second chamber) from its initial position to the desired grasping
point P g

0 . Then the end-effector is actuated to realize the desired bending de-
formation to match the end-effector’s curvature with the shape of the grasping
object. The object is then dragged and placed into its new position P t

1 together
with the soft robot. For each step, corresponding geometry-defined objectives
are defined to formulate the optimization problem for IK computing.

We first build the objective function for the positioning step where only the
first two grippers are actuated to realize the desired bending deformation. As
presented in Fig.4.8, there are two requirements to realizing precise grasping:
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Figure 4.8: A zoom-in view of the positioning process; the first two actuators are
inflated to locate the tip point P0 in the desired position. The normal direction n⃗ is
computed using the second gripper’s upper plane.

Figure 4.9: An illustration of how the angle θ influences the behavior of the grasping
task with soft gripper. a) Collision between the manipulator and target object occurs
if θ is less than 90 degrees. b) The orthogonality between n⃗ and

−−−→
P0P1 is one of the

objective functions for robust grasping. c) Obtuse angle θ leads to unstable grasping.

• The target point P0 needs to be located in a circle boundary which is
defined by center position P1 and diameter R+ d.

• The normal direction n⃗ and
−−−→
P0P1 should be orthogonal (see Fig.4.9 for

a detailed explanation).

The parameters P1 and R are both computed using the center position and
diameter of the grasping object‘s boundary circle. Meanwhile, d is defined as
half of the width of the gripper design. Those variables are all treated as input
for the inverse control problem.

Since the soft actuator is compliant with the object’s shape, there is toler-
ance for the second normal requirement. However, the position of point P0 has
to be satisfied to grasp the object. Thus, we build a constrained optimization
problem to compute proper control parameters c = {c1, c2} as:
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argmin
c={c1,c2}

Opick = (||p1 − p0|| − (R+ d))2 + ω1(n⃗ · (p1 − p0))
2 (4.5)

s.t. cmax ≥ c1 ≥ 1, cmax ≥ c2 ≥ 1 (4.6)

where the objective Opick contains the energy for the control of both tip po-
sition and orientation of the end-effector. p0 and p1 are the position vector
of point P0 (detected fromM) and P1 (input variables), respectively. Eq.4.6
presents the actuation constraint where we should have avoided negative pres-
sure inside the chamber. Here cmax represents the maximum expanding ratio
before the chamber starts to leak.

As the second movement, the end-effector begins to bend and grasp the
object. By applying the forward kinematic function ffk, the position of vertex
set V located in the inextensible layer can be directly obtained from M(c).
We apply the least-square fitting method to compute the diameterK = ffit(V)
to approximate the end-effector’s curvature. The closer this curvature diam-
eter matches with the diameter R, the tighter the grasping behavior become;
therefore, we define another objective function:

Ograsp = (ffit(V)−R)2 (4.7)

By minimizing Ograsp as subject to the same actuation constraint in Eq.4.6,
the control variables are found for the grasping step.

During the final stage of the pick-and-place task, objective Oplace =
(||pt

1 − p0|| − (R + d))2 is used as the orientation of the end-effector no
longer need to be controlled. Again, the actuation constraint is also applied
when computing the kinematics solution.

4.4.2 Experimental Results

The gradient-based IK solver presented in Algorithm 3 is used to solve the
optimization problem for all pick-and-place related objectives. Their gradi-
ents are evaluated using the numerical difference, as depicted in Eq. 4.2. The
computed actuation parameter is verified on physical setup, where actuators
are fabricated with an Objet 350 Connex3 3D printer. Rigid (VeroCyan, σr
= 46.6 MPa) and soft (Agilus Black, σs = 8.2 Mpa) materials are used. The
inextensible layer is fabricated using VeroCyan material, whereas the exten-
sible areas are printed using a combination of VeroCyan and Agilus Black
with a Shore value of 60A. The soft actuators are pressurized by a syringe
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Figure 4.10: The actuation system used in physical experiment. Compressible air in
syringes are actuated to the chambers with the motion from linear motors controlled
by Arduino.

Figure 4.11: Physical experiment for the grasping task. The pictures present the be-
havior of a 3D printed multi-segment soft robot deformation in different steps, which
includes tip position positioning, end-effector grasping, and replacing.

pump module (shown in Fig.4.10) where the moving distance of the syringe
plunger is used to control the amount of air that is pumped into the chamber.
We successfully complete the three-stage grasping task (positioning, grasping
and placing the object) as is shown in Fig. 4.11 and in the video (available at
https://sites.google.com/view/controlsorograsping/).

https://sites.google.com/view/controlsorograsping/
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4.5 Conclusion and Discussion

In this chapter, IK of soft robot defined in both task space and configuration
space are solved by numerical optimization. Task-specific objectives are de-
fined and minimized using a gradient-based iterative solver. Soft line search
is integrated to improve the converging speed of the proposed solver. The
geometry-based simulator developed in the previous chapter is applied to ef-
fectively evaluate the gradient by numerical difference.

We verify the functionality of developed IK solver by conducting two case
studies on different soft robot setups. We first consider the path following
tasks for both cable-driven and pneumatic-driven soft robots. An algorithm is
developed to accelerate the IK computing speed for a sequence of motion. This
algorithm ensures a minimum variation in actuator space between neighboring
waypoints. The second task is grasping and placing objects with a soft robot
manipulator. To conduct the tight grasping action, objectives based on the pose
of the end-effector and shape parameters (i.e., curvature) of the robot body are
formulated. The IK solver successfully minimizes all geometry-defined objec-
tives, and the computed actuation parameters successfully drive soft robots to
finish given tasks.

As the first attempt to solve the IK problem, the computing speed of the
proposed method is still not satisfying and cannot support real-time kinematics
control for soft robots. This is because the evaluation of objectives and their
gradients is based on a numerical simulator. In the next chapter, the speed
of IK solver is accelerated using machine learning. On the other hand, the
control error in task space is relatively high since the IK solutions computed in
the virtual space are directly applied to physical setups. A sim-to-real transfer
learning pipeline is introduced in the next chapter to eliminate the reality gap
and help reduce the effort in generating training data.



5
Efficient Jacobian-Based Inverse

Kinematics with Sim-to-Real Transfer of
Soft Robots by Learning

This chapter presents an efficient learning-based method for solving the in-
verse kinematic (IK) problem of soft robots with highly non-linear deforma-
tion. The major challenge of efficiently computing IK for such robots is caused
by the lack of analytical formulation for FK and IK. To address this challenge,
we employ neural networks to learn both the mapping function of forward
kinematics and also the Jacobian of this function. As a result, Jacobian-based
iteration can be applied to solve the IK problem. A sim-to-real training transfer
strategy is conducted to make this approach more practical. We first generate
a large number of samples in a simulation environment for learning both the
kinematic and the Jacobian networks of a soft robot design. Thereafter, a sim-
to-real layer of differentiable neurons is employed to map the results of sim-
ulation to the physical hardware, where this sim-to-real layer can be learned
from a very limited number of training samples generated on the hardware1.

1This chapter is based on the paper that has been published as: Guoxin Fang, Yingjun Tian,
Zhi-Xin Yang, Jo M.P. Geraedts, and Charlie C.L. Wang, ”Efficient Jacobian-Based Inverse
Kinematics with Sim-to-Real Transfer of Soft Robots by Learning”, IEEE/ASME Transactions
on Mechatronics (T-MECH), accepted, 2022. Note: a few modification and combination has
been made to the original published text.
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5.1 Introduction

With the use of flexible material, soft robots have the ability to make a large de-
formation and interact safely with the environment [9], which leads to a broad
range of applications such as exoskeleton / wearable devices [125], soft manip-
ulators [126, 80] and surgery assistance [127]. However, as a hyper-redundant
system with high nonlinearity in both material propriety and geometric defor-
mation, it is difficult to formulate an effective kinematic model for solving the
control task. The analytical forward kinematics (FK) solution only exists for
specific designs with a relatively simple shape (e.g., [57, 58]). For a general
soft robot with complicated structures / shapes, efficiently computing its IK
solution remains a challenging problem. For soft robots with redundancy, fast
and reliable IK solution is a very important means for improving the control
precision and response frequency in practical tasks [128].

5.1.1 Related Work

To efficiently model the behavior of soft robotic systems (i.e., computing
FK), both analytical formulation and numerical simulation were conducted in
previous research. Those analytical solutions, based on differential geome-
try [57, 58, 129] and mechanics analysis [61], are difficult to be generalized
for soft robots with a complex shape, where numerical simulation by the fi-
nite element method (FEM) is usually employed [130, 131]. Computational
efficiency is a bottleneck of applying FEM in the IK computation, as the sim-
ulation needs to be repeatedly conducted to estimate the Jacobian [132]. To
overcome this, a reduced model by voxel representation [67] or computing
quasi-static equilibrium [53] are presented to accelerate. However, these meth-
ods can easily become non-realistic after applying large rotational deforma-
tion. The geometry-oriented simulation pipeline [13] can precisely compute
the deformation of a variety of soft robots even in large rotation, which is later
extended into a general IK solver [100] by using the Jacobian-based iteration.
A model reduction method is applied to further accelerate the numerical-based
simulation [69]. However, it is still difficult to directly include the simulator in
the loop of iteration and achieve fast IK computing.

The data-driven methods used in soft robotics are often treated as regres-
sion problems of machine learning where kinematic models can be effectively
learned from datasets [128]. To enable the inverse kinematic tasks on soft
robots, an intuitive solution is to directly learn the mapping of IK which takes
the motion as the input of a network and generates the corresponding param-
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eters of actuation as output (ref. [41, 133, 134, 42, 135, 136, 43]). However,
this intuitive method does not perform well in a redundant system as the one-
to-many mapping from task space to actuator space is generally difficult to
learn. Although this issue can be partly solved by setting constraints in the ac-
tuator space [43] or specifying the preference of configurations in the IK equa-
tion [136], we solve the problem by using a different method to combine learn-
ing with Jacobian-based IK. Our method is efficient when planning a smooth
motion (i.e., by minimizing variation in the actuator space) for soft robot sys-
tems with redundancy. To reach a similar goal, Thuruthel et al. [137, 138] at-
tempt to learn the differential IK model with local mapping. Another method
is presented in [73] to estimate the soft robot’s Jacobian by Kalman filter ap-
proximation. Recently, Bern et al. [139] presented a method to effectively
evaluate the Jacobian by using the gradients of the FK network, which how-
ever limits the type of network used for FK learning and requires more time
to compute the Jacobian for determining IK solutions. In our work, both the
mapping functions of FK and the Jacobian are learned by neural networks as
explicit functions.

On the other hand, learning a kinematic model for soft robots usually needs
a large number of samples, which can be very time-consuming when generat-
ing the data in a physical environment either by the motion capture system [80]
or embedded sensors [140, 40]. Moreover, to explore the boundary of the work
space, a large extension in material under large actuation needs to be applied
[141]. Soft materials on a robot can become fragile and might generate plastic
deformation after repeating such deformation may times [80]. Consequently,
the learned model becomes inaccurate. Furthermore, errors generated during
the fabrication of a specimen can make the network learned on this specimen
difficult to be used on other specimens with the same design. To reduce the
cost of generating training data, Daniel et al. reported a data-efficient method
by exploiting structural properties of the kinematic mapping [142]. Another
solution is to generate accurate dataset in the simulation environment and then
convert the model learned from simulation into physical reality by transfer
learning (ref. [143, 144, 145, 146]). The hybrid model contains the analyti-
cal formulation and the network-based correction is conducted in [147, 136]
where more precise control of the soft robot is achieved. Similarly, FEM is
used in [148] to generate a simulation dataset for training a hybrid kinematic
model by transfer learning. The efficient numerical simulator conducted in the
previous chapter [100] is adopted in this work to generate the training dataset.
When working together with the sim-to-real network, IK with high accuracy
can be achieved. The comparison of IK with sim-to-real learning by using
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Figure 5.1: Pipeline of Jacobian-based method to determine the actuation parame-
ters ck+1 for the way-point pk+1 ∈ L that solves the IK problem of soft robots by
minimizing O(·) in (5.1). Both the position pr in task space and the Jacobian Jr are
effectively estimated by the networks Nfk, NJ and Ns2r obtained from offline train-
ing. When O < ϵ2, we regard the convergence as having been achieved (e.g., 0.1% of
the workspace width is employed as ϵ).

the reduced analytical model vs. our simulation based model can be found in
Sec. 5.4.3.

5.1.2 Our Method

Three networks - 1) forward kinematics Nfk, 2) Jacobian NJ , and 3) sim-to-
real mappingNs2r are trained to support the effective computing of IK for soft
robots in both virtual and physical spaces at a fast speed. With an objective
function defined in quadratic form and the network-based efficient estimation
of FK and Jacobian, Jacobian-based iteration is used to compute the IK solu-
tion. The pipeline of our method is presented in Fig. 5.1 with detail discussed
in Sec. 5.2.

The technical contributions of our work are:

• A direct pipeline for learning both the FK and Jacobian from accurate
numerical simulation results, to support effective IK computing for soft
robots. This method can compute IK solutions in a fast speed and has
the capability to plan a smooth motion for soft robotic systems with
redundancy.

• A two-step learning strategy by using the sim-to-real transfer learning
to eliminate the gap between the prediction based on simulation and
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the physical behavior, which can greatly reduce the required amount of
empirical data when compared to directly learning a predictor from the
physical experiment.

The behavior of our method has been verified on two hardware setups of soft
robots giving 2D and 3D motions. The effectiveness of our method is quanti-
tatively evaluated and compared with other approaches in the IK tasks of soft
robots. Experimental tests are also conducted to demonstrate the performance
of our method on soft robots with the same design but fabricated with different
materials.
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5.2 Jacobian-Based Kinematics and Learning

In this paper, we focus on solving the IK problem for soft robots – specifi-
cally, to determine the parameters of actuation that can drive a soft robot to
reach a target position / shape. As the analytical IK solution cannot be ob-
tained, we adopt a Jacobian-based numerical method where a target-oriented
objective functionO(·) is minimized to determine the parameters of actuation.
In this section, we first introduce the Jacobian-based IK computation for the
path following task. After that, we demonstrate how it can be solved practi-
cally by applying the training in a virtual environment and then the sim-to-real
transformation.

5.2.1 Jacobian-Based IK Solution

The path following problem of a soft robot is described as driving a marker
on its end-effector to move along a path L presented by a set of target way-
points {p1,p2, · · · ,pi,pi+1, · · · } in the task space. For each waypoint pi to
be reached by the marker, numerical computation of IK attempts to minimize
the distance between pi and the marker’s position. This is formulated as an
optimization problem

ci = argmin
c
O(pi, c) = argmin

c
∥pi − p(c)∥2 (5.1)

where p(·) ∈ Rn denotes the forward kinematic function to compute the po-
sition of the marker. The input of p(·) is a vector of actuation parameters,
c = (c1, c2, · · · , cm) ∈ Rm. Here n and m are dimensions of the task space
and the actuator space respectively.

To find the solution of (5.1), the gradient of O(·) as

dO
dc

= −2(pi − p(c))J(c) (5.2)

will be employed to update the value of c with J(c) = dp/dc ∈ Rn×m being
the Jacobian matrix that describes the moving trend of a soft robot’s body at
certain actuation parameters. The value of c is updated by c = c+∆hdO

dc . ∆h
is a step size to minimize the value ofO(·) along the gradient direction, which
can be determined by soft linear-search [100]. Fig. 5.1 gives the illustration of
this algorithm.

When a physics-based simulation is employed to evaluate the forward
kinematic function p(·), the Jacobian matrix J can be obtained by numerical
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Figure 5.2: The network structure used in our approach to train the kinematic model
and the sim-to-real transfer.

difference [100, 148]. The k-th column of J is computed as

Jk =
∂p(c)

∂ck
≈ p(..., ck +∆c, ...)− p(..., ck −∆c, ...)

2∆c
, (5.3)

where ∆c is a small constant determined according to experiments and as-
signed as 1/10N of the actuation range. Here N is the number of samples for
each actuation parameter presented in Sec. 5.3.2. Notice that it can be time-
consuming to evaluate the values of p(·) and J(·) by physics-based simulation
in IK computing. We therefore introduce a learning-based method to learn both
the FK and the Jacobian model in the offline stage, which can support a fast
IK computing during online usage. In the meantime, the difference between
the simulation and the physical behavior is fixed by the sim-to-real transfer
learning.
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Figure 5.3: Two hardware setups employed in our experiments to collect data and
verify the performance of our method – (a) a soft actuator with multiple chambers that
are actuated by an array of syringes (see (c)) and (b) three connected soft fingers that
can be actuated individually by proportional pressure regulators (see (d)).

5.2.2 Learning-Based Model for IK Computing

We learn both the forward kinematic model and its Jacobian from simulations
– denoted by ps(·) and Js(·), which are transferred to physical hardware by
learning a sim-to-real mapping function r(·). Denoting the location of a traced
marker on physical hardware as pr, the function of sim-to-real mapping is
required to have r(ps) ≈ pr. Neural networks are employed to learn these
functions (see the architecture of neural networks shown in Fig. 5.2).

In the simulation environment, ps(·) and Js(·) are trained on two networks
Nfk and NJ by spanning the work space of actuators with a large number of
samples. Note that the output layer for NJ is a column vector as the flattened
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Jacobian matrix Js. After obtaining the networkNfk, the sim-to-real mapping
function r(·) is trained on a differentiable networkNs2r by using a few samples
obtained from a physical experiment conducted on the hardware setup.

With the help of these trained networks, we can estimate the Jacobian on
the hardware setup as

Jr(c) =
dpr

dps

dps

dc
≈ diff(Ns2r)J

s(c) (5.4)

Considering the difficulty of data acquisition on hardware specimens, the feed-
forward neuronal network (FNN) with a single layer of fully connected neu-
rons is adopted in our implementation forNs2r. The differentiation diff(Ns2r)
as a n × n matrix can be computed analytically by differentiating the net-
work’s activation functions. As most of the complexity in kinematics can be
effectively captured by Nfk and NJ , a lightweight network Ns2r trained by
a small dataset obtained from the physical experiment can already show very
good performance on eliminating the inconsistency in material properties and
fabrication.

Through this learning-based model, the gradient of the IK objective func-
tion in the physical environment can then be computed by

dO
dc

= −2(pi − pr(c))Jr(c) (5.5)

≈ −2(pi − r(ps(c)))diff(Ns2r)J
s(c) (5.6)

Note that the real positions of markers, pr(c) in (5.5), can also be obtained
from a hardware setup (e.g., by a motion-capture system). However, using
positions predicted by Nfk and Ns2r networks can avoid physically actuating
the hardware inside the loop of numerical iteration. After training the networks
Nfk,NJ andNs2r, an iteration-based algorithm (as shown in Fig. 5.1) is used
to effectively solve (5.1). The actuation parameters ci−1 for realizing pi−1 are
employed as the initial guesses when computing ci for pi. As a result, the
iteration converges rapidly and the continuity of motion in configuration space
can be preserved.
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5.3 Data Generation and Training

We first present two hardware setups that are used in our research to verify the
performance of the learning-based method presented above. After introducing
the steps for generating datasets, the training details are provided.

5.3.1 Soft Robotic Hardware

Two hardware setups are constructed to investigate the performance of our IK
solver. Both setups are equipped with cameras to capture the real positions of
markers for the purpose of training and verification.

Actuator with 3D motion

The first setup is a 3D printed soft actuator with three chambers that can be ac-
tuated individually [80]. Its soft body can extend and bend in a 3D task space.
To verify the behavior of our sim-to-real method, two specimens are fabricated
by the same Object 350 Connex 3D printer but using slightly different materi-
als – the Agilus Black and Agilus transparent materials. Both have the softness
70A according to their factory specification. These two models are shown as
Robot 1 and Robot 2 in Fig. 5.3(a). The soft robot is actuated by an array of
syringes that has close-loop control with the help of pressure sensors as shown
in Fig. 5.3(c). For this setup, we have the same dimension for the work space
(m = 3) and the actuator space (n = 3).

Planar finger manipulator

The second setup is a soft manipulator that can move in the xy-plane (see
Fig. 5.3(b)). The manipulator contains three soft finger sections that are rigidly
connected. We use Festo Pressure Regular VPPE-3-1/8-6-010 to provide the
pressure for each section (see Fig. 5.3(d)). Every finger section contains dual
chambers that can bend symmetrically for both sides up to 120◦. To maximize
the deformation of each finger section, we only actuate one side for a segment
each time with the pressed air in the range of [0, 3] bar. When considering both
sides of a segment, this results in a range of [−3, 3] as actuation – i.e., ‘+’ for
actuating the chamber at one side and ‘-’ for the other side. This is a redundant
system with the dimension n = 2 for the work space and m = 3 in the actuator
space.
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5.3.2 Data Generation on Simulator

In our work, forward kinematics of soft robots in a virtual environment is com-
puted by a geometry-oriented simulator [13, 100]. When employ this simulator
to generate datasets for training the forward kinematic network Nfk and the
Jacobian networkNJ , the computation time for generating single sample point
is 4.3 sec. (the three-chamber robot) and 1.2 sec. (the finger manipulator) re-
spectively. It’s worth mentioning that as a general training pipeline, the dataset
used to train Nfk and NJ can be generated by different kinematic models
– e.g., those analytically computed by piecewise constant curvature [126] or
numerically by FEM software such as Abaqus. Here we choose the geometry-
based simulator as it can further reduce the cost of data generation than FEM.
Moreover, it needs to capture less physical data than the analytical model for
training the sim-to-real network (discussed Sec. 5.4.3).

We now present the sampling method in actuator space for generating
training data points. We uniformly divide the pressure range of each actua-
tor into N segments to make sure that the distance between sample points is
less than 1% of the workspace width. Sampling results of the two hardware
setups are shown in Fig. 5.4, which also presents the workspaces Pw of these
two soft robots. In our experiment, N = 16 and N = 29 are used for these two
setups respectively. This results in 163 = 4096 samples for the three-chamber
actuator (Fig. 5.4(a)) and 293 = 24389 samples for the finger manipulator
(Fig. 5.4(b)). Notice that the difference in choosing the N value is due to
the redundancy of the finger setup, which also has a larger range in actuation.
Based on our tests, datasets selected in these sizes can already well train Nfk

and NJ to capture the kinematic behavior of soft robots (see the results in the
following section).

5.3.3 Data Generation on Hardware

For the purpose of training sim-to-real network Ns2r, datasets are generated
on two hardware setups. We uniformly span the actuator space to generate
physical data which are classified into the training (70%) and the test (30%)
dataset. Since the efficiency of the training pipeline depends on the number of
samples generated on hardware setups, we test and determine the appropriate
sample number used to train Ns2r – details are presented in Sec. 5.3.4.
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Figure 5.4: The results of the simulation are employed as training samples (present
in black dots) to learn the forward kinematic network Nfk and the Jacobian network
NJ , where these samples also span the workspace Pw of a robot. Red dots represent
some example points as targets for motion in the workspace.

Actuator with 3D motion

To trace the 3D motion of this soft actuator, we place a marker at the center of
its top plane and several markers on its static base. The motion capture system
that contains 8 Vicon Bonita 10 cameras and 10 Vicon Vantage 5 cameras is
used to capture the movements at the rate of 30 Hz. Because of the viscoelas-
ticity of soft materials used to fabricate this robot, it takes a relatively long time
for the position of a marker to become stable (i.e., less than 0.05mm change
between neighboring image frames). This makes the process of data collection
more time-consuming than a robotic system with rigid bodies. As a result, the
average time for collecting one sample in the physical environment is 4.0 sec.

Planar finger manipulator

As only planar coordinates are needed when tracking the positions of a marker,
we use a RealSense D435 camera mounted at the top of the setup. We place
a red marker on the tip of the manipulator and adopt the OpenCV library as
software to track the marker’s position in the plane. QR code is employed to
build the mapping between the coordinates in image space and the coordinates
in the real world. The speed of data acquisition for this system is 10 Hz. For
this hardware setup, the average time for collecting one sample point is 3.5
sec.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of learning results by using a different number of layers as
h and a different number of neurons b per layer (i.e., the total number of neurons in
a network is hb). Tests are conducted on (a) the robotic setup without redundancy
(the three-chamber actuator with m = n = 3) vs. (b) the setup with redundancy (the
planar finger manipulator having m = 3 and n = 2). Red crosses indicate the network
parameters used in the physical experiment.

5.3.4 Details of Training

In this work, the type and structure of training models used in experiment are
carefully selected based on their performance. For trainingNfk andNJ , FNN
and Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) are tested as they can both adequately
capture the nonlinear behavior in a training dataset, including the many-to-one
forward kinematic mapping for redundant systems. For the sim-to-real transfer
networkNs2r, it needs to be differentiable with analytic gradients. Meanwhile,
it should be lightweight as only a limited number of samples can be obtained
from physical experiments. For these reasons, single-layer FNN is selected
for Ns2r. All networks are trained by using the Deep Learning Toolbox of
MATLAB running on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 graphics card.
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Training for FK and Jacobian

We first study the effectiveness of training Nfk and NJ by using a different
number of layers and different numbers of neurons. Each data set is divided
into training and test subsets in the ratio of 70% : 30%. For all networks, the
activation function is set as Tan-Sigmoid

f(x) =
2

1 + e−2x
− 1 (5.7)

as it can well fit the non-linearity in kinematic mapping. Moreover, it’s differ-
entiable and can provide a faster training speed. We set the batch size as 200,
the maximum number of epochs as 13500 and the learning rate as 0.04. The
Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation is employed for training.

The estimation errors for both soft robot setups are evaluated on the test
datasets as shown in Fig. 5.5, where we can find that FNN and LSTM can
both converge to a good result after carefully tuning the network parameters.
It is hard to find significant improvement in the accuracy by using network
with feedback connections (i.e., LSTM). This is because the training data only
contain quasi-static information of the system, where the time-related network
structure cannot show its advantage. On the other hand, it is found that the
structure of the network for learning the Jacobian NJ on a redundant system
(i.e., the planar finger manipulator) needs to be selected more carefully. FNN
is selected as the final network structure, and the best performance for training
NJ is observed on this hardware setup when FNN with h = 2 hidden layers
and b = 64 neurons per layer is employed to learn NJ . Differently, FNN with
h = 3 layers and b = 30 neurons per layer gives the best results in training
Nfk. The error of position prediction by using Nfk is less than 0.5 mm (i.e.,
0.58% of the work space’s width). For the three-chamber actuator, the numbers
of layers and neurons have less influence on the training result. For this setup,
we select h = 2 and b = 35 for both networks, which results in a FK prediction
with error less than 0.17 mm on the test dataset (i.e., 0.34% of the workspace’s
width). With such accurate predictions generated by Nfk and NJ , we can
obtain IK solutions efficiently and accurately (see the behavior study given in
Section 5.4).

Training for sim-to-real transfer

When training forNs2r an important parameter here is the number of neurons,
which is selected as η times the number of samples to avoid over-fitting on the
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Figure 5.6: Experimental study for the performance influence in the sim-to-real net-
work Ns2r by using (a) different numbers of neurons and (b) datasets in different
sizes. With the properly selected complexity of network structure, the over-fitting
problem can be avoided. The distance predict error can be controlled within 1% of the
workspace width for both setups when a limited number of training samples are used
(see (b)).

training dataset. Fig. 5.6(a) presents the behavior on both the training dataset
(denoted by the solid curves) and the test dataset (denoted by the dash curves)
when using different values of η. Based on the analysis, η = 1/4 is selected
for our experiment to avoid over-fitting.

As the time used to collect physical data points should be controlled, we
also study the behavior ofNs2r with different numbers of training samples. For
this purpose, the prediction errors as the ratios of the distance errors over the
workspace widths are given in Fig. 5.6(b) to study the effectiveness of using
different numbers of samples. In these tests, the number of neurons is always
assigned as η = 1/4 of the training samples. For both setups, we find that
the network Ns2r can be well trained when using a limited number of training
samples. In our implementation, 1% is selected as the threshold of accurate
prediction and this threshold is used to determine the number of samples for
trainingNs2r. As a result, 343 samples are used for the three-chamber actuator
and 620 samples are conducted for the finger manipulator. The datasets for
training Ns2r on two hardware setups can both be collected within 30 min.
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5.4 Experimental Results

In this section, we present all the experiment results of IK computing for soft
robots by using our learning based Jacobian iteration. The results are gener-
ated in both the virtual and the physical environments. Computation of the
learned neural networks in prediction is implemented in C++ and integrated
into our control platform to gain the best computational efficiency. All the IK
computations were efficiently run on a laptop PC with Intel i7-9750H 2.60GHz
CPU and 16GB memory. Note that the prediction made by networks and the
IK algorithm is entirely run on a CPU.

5.4.1 Path Following by Actuator with 3D Motion

We first test the behavior of the learning-based IK computing method in the
task of path following on the soft actuator with three chambers. Given 3D tra-
jectories of the ‘flower’ shape (Fig. 5.7) and the ‘box’ shape (Fig. 5.8), 120 and
240 waypoints are sampled on the paths in uniform distances respectively. The
proposed IK solver is then used to compute the actuation parameters for each
waypoint. This leads to the actuation sequence that can drives soft robot to
move along the trajectories. When running in the simulation environment, the
trained networks can generate actuation that results in very accurate trajecto-
ries with the average tracking error as 0.13mm. In the physical environment,
we learned the sim-to-real networks separately on two soft robots as shown
in Fig. 5.3(a). If we directly apply the actuation parameters obtained from IK
computing in the simulation environment, the error of path following is high
(i.e., up to 5 mm). At the same time, the variation caused by fabrication and
material can be clearly observed from the difference between Robot 1 and 2,
as shown in Fig. 5.7. By incorporating the sim-to-real transfer in our method,
we can successfully reduce the error in the physical environment to less than
1.2mm for both robots (see Fig. 5.7(b)), which is 1.71% of the workspace
width. For the tests given in Fig. 5.8, the maximal errors are reduced from
4.5mm to 1.0mm.

Besides the accuracy, another advantage of our learning-based approach
is its low computational cost. Thanks to the efficient forward propagation
process of FNN networks and fast converge speed of the Jacobian-based al-
gorithm, the time used to compute single waypoint IK for the three-chamber
setup is less than 30ms even when a large number of neurons hb = 128 is
used. The quantitative analysis of the converge speed and IK computing time
of our algorithm is showed in Fig. 5.9, and also compared with other existing
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Figure 5.7: Results of path following task on two soft robots with the same design
but fabricated with different materials (shown as Robot 1 and Robot 2 in Fig. 5.3(a)).
(a) Trajectory of the soft robots by applying IK solutions with (solid line) and without
(dash line) the sim-to-real network. (b) Visualized tracking errors on trajectory way-
points.
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Figure 5.8: Results of path following for the ’box’ shape trajectory demonstrate the
vertical motion of three-chamber soft robot. It can also find that the maximal tracking
errors are reduced from 4.5mm to 1.0mm for both robots after applying the sim-to-
real network.

solutions (see Table 5.1). It can be found that learning-based method (for both
analytical or numerical methods) can generally provide a more accurate IK re-
sult than model-based solution as it can well capture the uncertainties that are
hard to calibrate (e.g., material shifting, fabrication error, etc.). When com-
pared between learning-based methods, direct IK learning is the fastest (see
Fig. 5.9(b)). Our Jacobian-based method provides the best accuracy and can
also ensure a real-time computing speed (i.e., at the rate of 35+ waypoints per
second). What’s more important and also as aforementioned in Sec. 5.1.1, our
solution can well handle the redundant soft robots to ensure minimum vari-
ation when travelling along the trajectory. This is difficult to be handled by
direct IK training.
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Table 5.1: Computing Speed and IK Accuracy by Different Methods

Model-based Solution Learning-based Method†

Analytical
Model [129]

Numerical
Model [? ]

Direct IK
Learning [41]

This work

IK Time 12.6 ms 138 s 3.2 ms 28 ms
Ave. Error 8.2 mm 4.7 mm 0.97 mm 0.78 mm

†The same dataset was applied to learn the direct IK mapping [41] and
sim-to-real network Ns2r in our pipeline.

Figure 5.9: Quantitative analysis for (a) the speed of convergence and (b) the time
efficiency of our Jacobian-based training method. Three learning strategies for com-
puting IK are compared in (b).

5.4.2 Experiment with Soft Finger Manipulator

The soft finger manipulator shows in Fig. 5.3(b) is a redundant system, which
has a higher DOFs in its actuation space (m = 3) than the task space (n = 2).
Therefore, an input waypoint can have multiple IK solutions. Both the path
following and the interactive positioning tasks are conducted to validate the
performance of our learning-based IK solver on the redundant systems.

Path following

We first present the results of following an ‘8’-shape trajectory that contains
200 way points as shown in Fig. 5.10(a). The actuation parameters obtained
from the Jacobian-based method are compared with those resulting from di-
rect IK-learning. Our Jacobian-based IK by learning demonstrates excellent
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performance in the accuracy of tracking precision. The average and maximum
tracking errors for all waypoints are 0.08% and 0.18% of the workspace width,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 5.10(c), our method is able to ensure a smooth
motion that minimizes the variation in actuator space. As a comparison, large
variation (i.e., jumps) in the actuator space can be found in the results of direct
IK-learning (circled by dash lines in Fig. 5.10(c)). This problem of direct IK
learning is mainly caused by its lack of capability to support the one-to-many
IK mapping. For this trajectory, the IK solutions can be efficiently computed
by our method at the average speed of 39ms per waypoint.

It is worth to mention that the configuration of motion computed by our
method is highly dependent on the selection of the IK solution at the starting
waypoint (i.e., the initial value). As demonstrated in Fig. 5.11, the configura-
tion of the finger manipulator determined by our IK solver at a waypoint is al-
ways close to the IK solution of the previous waypoint where this dependency
can trace back to the beginning point. This is because our Jacobian-based iter-
ation tends to minimize the distance-based objective function defined in (5.1)
while minimizing the change in actuation parameters. This preferred prop-
erty is also kept when computing IK solutions for a motion passing through
the singularity region (see the example in Fig. 5.12 for following a ‘L’ shape
path). As a Jacobian-based iterative solver, our method can always generate a
nearly optimal solution for singularity points by applying appropriate terminal
conditions (e.g., minimal variation in the value of the objective function).

Interactive positioning

The experiment of interactive positioning is also conducted on the soft finger
setup. As shown in Fig. 5.13(a), users can select the desired point location for
the manipulator’s tip through our interface and our planner will compute the IK
solutions as the corresponding actuation parameters. The computation can be
efficiently completed at an average speed of 47ms together with the sim-to-real
network Ns2r. As a result, users can interactively position the manipulator’s
tip – see also the supplementary video. When different positions are selected in
the work space, the soft manipulator can move among configurations with large
variations. The errors of positioning are evaluated and presented in Fig. 5.13(b)
as a bar chart. It is found that all six target positions can be realized in the
physical environment with tracking errors less than 0.9% of the work space’s
width. Note that, each of these six target positions is tested 10 times in random
order to study the repeatability of our system. The results are displayed as the
range of derivation on the bar chart.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Path following result on the soft finger manipulator with the ‘8’-
shape trajectory. (b) Comparison of tracking errors in the task space from the direct
IK learning vs. the Jacobian-based iteration by learning (our method). (c) Visualiza-
tion of IK solutions in the actuator space, where C1, C2 & C3 present the actuation
parameters (i.e., pressures) in three different chambers – large variation can be found
from the results obtained by direct IK learning.
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Figure 5.11: Two different configurations of motion are shown in (a) and (b), both
of which are feasible IK solutions for following the ‘8’-shape path by the soft finger
manipulator. The smoothness in motion is guaranteed by the Jacobian-based iteration
for both results as shown in (c), where the actuation in every chamber has minimal
variation in control parameters between neighboring waypoints.

It is observed that our method can generate results in different configura-
tions for two close waypoints (e.g., the point b and c shown in Fig. 5.13) when
using initial values that are always far from the resultant configurations (zero is
adopted for all actuation parameters in this case). Together with the results pre-
sented in trajectory following experiments (e.g., Fig. 5.11), our method shows
the capability of determining one ‘nearest’ IK solution among all feasible IK
solutions.

5.4.3 Statistical Analysis for Sim-to-Real Transfer

Experiments have been conducted on the setup of three-chamber soft robot to
explicitly compare the behavior of sim-to-real transfer by using different mod-
els in the virtual environment. Compared to the numerical simulator used in
this work, the reality gap becomes larger when the dataset for training Nfk

and NJ is obtained from an analytical model (ref. [129, 80]). When using
the analytical model, more samples are needed for training the sim-to-real net-
work Ns2r to achieve the similar accuracy. As observed in Fig. 5.14(a), the
model trained by the dataset obtained from the numerical simulation (i.e., our
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Figure 5.12: Results for the path following task passing through the singularity re-
gion. Our method can successfully compute feasible smooth motions when meeting
singularity.

approach) shows smaller prediction errors when using the same number of
samples to learn the sim-to-real network Ns2r. Note that this less accurate
result is still observed even after using more samples generated from the ana-
lytical model (e.g., 64000 in our experiment) when the number of real samples
is fixed.

This experiment also proves that the sim-to-real network can effectively
eliminate the gap between simulation and reality – although requiring differ-
ent numbers of samples for the model learned from numerical simulation (i.e.,
our method) and the analytical model. Fig. 5.14(b) shows that the accuracy
within 1% of the workspace width can be obtained at most points when TS#
= 300 and TS# = 1000 are used by our method and the analytical model re-
spectively. As a general case, it is more costly to generate a large number of
physical training samples than simulation-based samples. Generating a dataset
of empirical samples in a large number is very time-consuming and may result
in material failure. Our method proposed in this paper converts this challenge
into an approach that is easier to realize, in other words, learning a more accu-
rate predictor from more accurate samples generated by numerical simulation.
As a result, the gap between prediction and reality can be reduced and fixed by
a light sim-to-real network.
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Figure 5.13: Interactive positioning results for the soft manipulator with three finger
actuators. (a) With a user-specified position given through the software interface,
our Jacobian-based method is applied to determine the IK solution. (b) The bar chat
presents the tracking errors for different target positions, where the repeatability is
also studied and displayed as the range of deviation in tracking errors.

5.5 Discussion

This section discusses limitations of our learning-based IK solver. A rigorous
analysis is conducted to exhibit the influence of different velocities and ex-
ternal loads on soft robots. The possible extension of pose estimation by our
method is presented.

In the proposed Jacobian-based learning, we focus on the computation
of quasi-static kinematics. The training datasets in both virtual and physical
setups are collected under the quasi-static status, where the hysteresis prob-
lem in soft materials is neglected. As one major limitation of this work, only
considering the quasi-static model introduces large errors in the task of path-
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Figure 5.14: Comparison for studying the performance of sim-to-real learning on
1) numerical simulation-based (our approach) vs. 2) analytical computation-based
(ref. [129, 80]) training datasets. . (a) Visualization of prediction errors in the task
space. (b) Histograms show the distributions of prediction errors when using different
numbers (mark as TS #) of samples to train Ns2r.

following when the dynamic behavior of a soft robot is performed (e.g., the
velocity of motion is high). Experiments are conducted to study the influence
of speed on motion regarding the trajectory’s accuracy; the results are illus-
trated in Fig. 5.15. When the speed of motion is set as less than 1.5 mm/s, the
tracking errors can be controlled less than 1.3mm. However, when the speed is
increased to 4 mm/s – i.e., the maximum speed that actuation system presented
in Fig. 5.3(c) can support – a relatively large error (i.e., the maximal error as
2.7 mm) can be found on the trajectory. One possible solution to incorporate
the hysteresis property of soft materials and dynamic behavior of soft robots
in IK computing is to apply the time-variant network structure (e.g., recurrent
neural network [149]) based on datasets generated in different velocities. This
requires much larger training datasets, the generation of which is very time-
consuming [73].

On the other aspect, the trained sim-to-real network lost its capability to
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the behavior in path following at different speeds of
motion on the three-chamber soft robot.

accurately compute the IK solution when external loads are added to the end-
effector of a soft robot. As shown in Fig. 5.16, significantly enlarged tracking
errors can be observed when an external load is directly applied (depicted by
red dashed lines). As an additional test, we train a new sim-to-real network by
using the soft robot with load. We found that the tracking errors become small
again by using this newly trained network. This demonstrates the functionality
of the sim-to-real transfer in handling external loads.

Another drawback of this work is that we neglect the pose information
in the pipeline. As an important extension of the learning framework, poses
of a soft robot (i.e., including orientation) are to be considered [150, 151].
One possible solution is to directly add the rotation into the output layers of
Nfk and NJ . Meanwhile, training positions and orientations together needs
to consider the balance between their different units. Higher DoFs in actuator
space are needed to enhance the feasibility of IK solutions.
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Figure 5.16: Performance of the proposed IK solver when an external load is applied
to the end-effector. The black line illustrates the target trajectory.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we present a method to train the forward kinematic model and
its Jacobian together as two neural networks to realize the real-time compu-
tation of IK on soft robots, which is formulated as an optimization problem.
As our method can generate smooth motion in a redundant system, it outper-
forms the existing approaches of direct IK learning. Considering the difficulty
in generating large datasets on hardware setups, we adopt a highly effective
simulator to generate the training datasets and later apply a sim-to-real net-
work to transfer the kinematic model onto hardware. A lightweight network
is employed for sim-to-real mapping so that it can be trained by using a small
number of samples. This sim-to-real strategy allows our approach to work on
different soft robots that have variations caused by materials and fabrication
processes.

We test the behavior of our learning-based method in the tasks of path fol-
lowing and interactive positioning on two different soft robotic setups. Our
method can solve the IK problem for soft robots effectively and make a good
control for the kinematic tasks. As a future work, we plan to explore the pos-
sibility of using time-related data for sim-to-real transfer learning that may
further enhance the accuracy of IK computing. Moreover, it is also interesting
to develop a more transferable learning pipeline that allows the trained model
of kinematics can be easily applied to similar designs (e.g., when only the sizes
of soft robots are changed).





6
Summary and Future Work

In this chapter, we first summarize the contributions of this Ph.D. research
and provide answers to the four research questions presented in Chapter 1.
The implications of this Ph.D. project are highlighted from the perspectives of
design engineering and sustainability. Finally, discussions on the limitations
of this research and possible future work are presented.
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6.1 Contributions

This Ph.D. project provides solutions to effectively computing kinematics of
soft robots. A fast numerical simulator based on geometry computing is de-
veloped and can predict shape changes in a robot body when actuation is ap-
plied. The behaviour of soft robots with (self-)collision can be computed with
a spring-element assisted collision response model. On the other hand, inverse
kinematics (IK) of soft robot is solved by Jacobian-based iteration. Control
parameters are found to make soft robots accomplish tasks such as trajectory
following and pick-and-place. A learning pipeline with sim-to-real transfer is
developed to accelerate the IK computing to a real-time speed with improved
precision. The answers to the research questions raised in Chapter 1 as the
main contributions of this PhD research are presented in the following section.

6.1.1 Answers to the Research Questions

RQ1: How can a fast and accurate modeling tool be developed to numerically
compute the behavior of soft robots under actuation (solve forward kinemat-
ics)?

In Chapter 2, a geometry-based simulator is developed to answer this research
question. Based on the observation that actuation applied to soft robot sys-
tems are directly related to (or can be transformed into) geometry changes,
we hypothesize and verified from the experiment that solving the soft robot
modeling problem from a geometry perspective creates a better convergence
than the methods based on mechanics. In our simulator, geometry-related elas-
tic energy is developed and optimized using an effective local-global iterative
solver. The properties of soft materials are incorporated along with the simu-
lation, where the material parameters are calibrated from physical tests.

The effectiveness of this simulator is verified on soft robot designs, in-
cluding cable-driven soft finger, pneumatic-driven soft manipulator, and DEA-
driven soft swarm robot. Based on our tests, the simulator can effectively
predict the performance of soft robots in physical experiments for all setups.
An average of 20-fold speedup can be achieved in comparison to FEM simula-
tion by Abaqus software. The geometry-based simulator also presents a good
convergence when dealing with large rotational deformations, which was not
previously possible with existing methods.

RQ2: How can we effectively model the behavior of soft robots when self-
collision or environment interactions happen during actuation?
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In Chapter 3, a BVH-based collision checking model is developed to enable
real-time collision detection of soft robots. AABB tree, as one type of BVH,
is used to avoid unnecessary checks of collision pairs during the computation.
Based on our test, (self)-collision detection can be completed at 24fps for a
mesh that contains 40k tetrahedra. This computational efficiency supports real-
time collision checking for all soft robot setups we have tested in this Ph.D.
project. After a collision is detected, spring elements are virtually added to
the collided vertices to iteratively push them outside the collision region. The
spring element is integrated inside the simulator developed in Chapter 2, and
a local-global solver is applied to effectively solve the system to minimize
the collision energy. As a result, we can always guarantee a collision-free
deformed shape being computed as the final solution of the forward kinematics
of soft robot, while the simulation speed is not significantly affected.

RQ3: How can we compute the proper control parameter of a soft robot to
achieve the task-specific kinematics control?

Chapter 4 presents the algorithm for solving IK for soft robots, which an-
swers this research question. The control parameters are detected by min-
imizing task-specific kinematic objectives through Jacobian-based iteration.
This IK solver demonstrates good convergence when cooperating with the line-
search method, which can always guarantee a minimum variation in actuator
space when planning the motion for a soft robot system with redundancy.

Two case studies are performed in Chapter 4 to verify the effectiveness of
the proposed IK solutions. The first task is path-following: a sequence of mo-
tion is planned to drive the end-effector of soft robots following waypoints of
a given trajectory. The second task is pick-and-place, which is performed by a
soft robot manipulator. Both the position and orientation of the end-effector are
controlled. In addition, the curvature of the soft finger is controlled to match
the grasping object and perform tight grasping. For both tasks, the geometry-
based simulator developed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 is applied to effectively
evaluate the gradient of the objective function by numerical difference.

RQ4: How can we build a machine learning pipeline to precisely solve the
inverse kinematics (IK) of soft robots in real-time speed with an efficient data
generation process?

In Chapter 5, a learning-based IK solver is introduced that answers this re-
search question. Fully connected neural networks are used to approximate the
FK function and directly learn the mapping between actuation parameters and
Jacobian matrices. By replacing the numerical simulator with forward prop-
agation of networks that computes analytically, the IK solutions are found in
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real-time. Meanwhile, a sim-to-real transfer learning process is integrated into
this learning-based pipeline to create a more efficient data generation process.
The core idea is to train the kinematics mapping in virtual space and then trans-
fer it to the physical setup by using a lightweight sim-to-real network. This not
only improves the precision of IK solutions by eliminating the reality gap but
also avoids the costly data generation process in soft robot physical setups.

By applying this learning-based IK solver, the time used to compute ac-
tuation parameters for a single waypoint in trajectory following tasks is less
than 30 ms. The tracking error in the end-effector of soft robots is reduced
by 80% compare with the result using the simulation-in-the-loop IK solver as
presents in Chapter 4. The tracking error of the trajectory can be controlled
within 1% of the workspace of all soft robot setups we have tested. In com-
parison to existing learning-based methods, this solver performs with similar
training accuracy, while only one-third of the physical data needs to be used
with the help of sim-to-real transfer.

6.1.2 Implications of the Research

This Ph.D. thesis provides a general solution to the kinematic computing of
soft robots. The code for the fast geometry-based simulator and Jacobian-
based IK solver is open-source to the public and can be found on Github:
https://github.com/GuoxinFang/SoftRobotKinematics. In
this section, we detail the implications of this Ph.D. project for soft robots
from the perspective of design engineering and sustainability.

Design engineering for soft robots

Designing new types of soft robots requires collaboration between designers
and scientists since knowledge from material science, biology, computer sci-
ence, mechanical engineering, and industrial design needs to be brought to-
gether. The design process for soft robots is generally time-consuming and
heavily relies on experience. Our fast simulator can help accelerate design
iterations since designers can test the behavior of soft robots in the virtual
environment with less cost. On the other hand, we perceive the thriving of
design optimization in the soft robotics research field [32]. The enhancement
of grasping stability or maximized motion speed can be achieved by finding a
better combination of the shape parameters (or topology) for the existing de-
signs. To automate the design optimization process, an efficient and effective
simulation tool is always needed to evaluate the design-related objectives and

https://github.com/GuoxinFang/SoftRobotKinematics
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Figure 6.1: Development of a soft robot membrane with an integrated optical sensor.
The simulator developed in this thesis is used to evaluate the chamber design and
sensor placement before the prototype is fabricated [119].

compute their gradients [152]. We believe that the simulator developed in this
work can contribute to this field and facilitate potential future work.

One trial of using the developed fast simulator to guide the soft robot pro-
totype design in the Industrial Design Engineering Faculty of TU Delft is the
project of developing a soft membrane with an integrated sensor array. The
soft robot design is presented in Fig. 6.1 where optical sensors are assembled
inside the chamber. The mapping between sensor signals and shape parame-
ters is learned by networks, which can be used for model-free control [153]. In
this project1, our simulator has been used to help designers figure out proper
design parameters for soft membranes (e.g., the radius of the membrane and
depth of the cylinder) and find the optimized place for sensor placement. Fur-
thermore, the deformation of the membrane can be effectively predicted by our
simulator (the result is presented in Chapter 3.4).

Sustainability with soft robot application

As discussed previously, the simulator developed in this project can help verify
soft robot designs in the virtual space before making prototypes. This can

1This work is published as: ”Sensing and reconstruction of 3D deformation on pneumatic
soft robots”. Rob B.N. Scharff, Guoxin Fang, Yingjun Tian, Jun Wu, Jo M.P. Geraedts,
and Charlie C.L. Wang, IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics (T-MECH), vol.26, no.4,
pp.1877-1885, August 2021.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Development of a soft robot mannequin that contains inner chambers
and outer soft membrane. (b) The soft mannequin can be programmed to fit the given
shape of a scanned human body.

largely reduce the wastage of materials used in the fabrication process, such as
metals and Polylactic Acid used to fabricate molds and silicon rubber used to
fabricate soft robots. Meanwhile, the design optimization process enhances the
durability of soft robots in practical applications [32]. For example, the proper
selection of materials and structure parameters can allow the local stress to
be uniformly distributed under actuation [154]. This allows the use of higher
pressures in pneumatic-driven soft robots before they start to leak.

In practice, soft robots can contribute to all kinds of automation processes.
Due to their softness, they could be co-workers with humans. Here, we present
two examples from agriculture and the garment industry. Firstly, soft grippers
are now used to harvest fruits such as apples and strawberries. In this sense,
human resources can be reduced, and the waste in the food supply chain can be
largely avoided [6]. The kinematics solution developed in this Ph.D. project
enables soft manipulators to effectively finish pick-and-place tasks (as stud-
ied in Chapter 3). Meanwhile, this kinematic model can be integrated into
the closed-loop control of soft grippers. By working together with vision/sen-
sor systems, soft robot proprioception can be realized and utilized to produce
smarter robot systems for agricultural applications.
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Soft robots can also contribute to the sustainability of the garment industry.
A deformable soft robot mannequin has been developed for this purpose2. As
presented in Fig. 6.2, the mannequin contains inner pneumatic-driven cham-
bers and outer elastic membranes. Compared with conventional rigid-body
mannequins with a fixed shape, the soft mannequin setup has the ability to de-
form and mimic the shapes of human bodies. As illustrated in Fig 6.2(b), the
mannequin can be used to effectively mimic three target body shapes within
the range of UK sizes 10-14. The soft mannequin can be reused in the fit-
ting and ironing process when making bespoke suits. As a result, the waste
of single-used mannequins can be avoided. Additionally, this soft mannequin
can become a deformable mold to assist in the manufacturing of sustainable
bio-fabricated textiles [155, 156].

6.2 Unsolved Problem and Future Work

Developing a kinematics model for soft robots to enable task-specific control
is the main focus of this Ph.D. thesis, which has made technical contributions
to soft robot research. The proposed method is limited by the force prediction
and dynamics of soft robots, which are not being covered in this study. In this
section, we present the unsolved problems and offer possible directions for
solutions in the form of future areas of research.

6.2.1 Force Prediction and Dynamics Control

In Research Cycle 2 and Research Cycle 3, we provide a solution to model
the behavior of soft robots from a purely geometric perspective. This method
can balance computational cost and simulation accuracy. However, it neglects
the prediction of contact forces since the system only computes the geometry
information (i.e., the shape of each element). Although the collision behaviour
is considered in our simulator by a fast collision checking and response model,
the contact force cannot be read directly from simulator such as traditional
FEA software (e.g., Abaqus) when soft robots interact with obstacles. The
lack of force prediction makes the developed simulator limited in its ability to
assist with tasks such as force sensing [157, 158].

Analytical models have been developed to predict the contact force of soft
2The design is published as: ”Soft robotic mannequin: design and algorithm for defor-

mation control”, Yingjun Tian, Guoxin Fang, Andrew Weightman, and Charlie C.L. Wang,
IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics (T-MECH) , accepted, 2022.
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actuators [159, 160], which are more efficient but less generally applicable
when compared with numerical methods [62, 161]. Studies based on machine
learning have also been included to predict the grasping force through sensor
or vision data [158, 162]. Predicting contact force is an important future work
and could be an extension of this Ph.D. project. One solution could involve
first computing the strain on each element based on the computed deformation
and then modeling the external contact force by the strain-stress relationship
and force equivalence functions [38, 163].

On the other hand, this thesis only demonstrates the performance of the
kinematics solution for (quasi-)static tasks for soft robots. As discussed in
Sec. 5.5, with physical experiments, the proposed IK solver can easily lose
its precision when the dynamic behavior of a soft robot is performed (e.g.,
the tangent velocity of the soft robot end-effector is higher than 2 mm/s). In-
cluding the dynamic model inside a soft robot controller can enable dynamic
movements and compliant interactions [164]. Existing works on model-based
real time dynamic control for soft robots are mainly based on reduced analyt-
ical models [165, 164, 166] since the high computational costs of the exact
finite-element models limits their usage in dynamic computing [167].

Learning-based methods fit the dynamic performance with recurrent neural
networks and have proved their abilities in the closed-loop dynamic control of
soft robots [97, 140, 168]. These are practical solutions, and the efforts spent
on physical modeling can be greatly reduced. The complexity of a dynamic
network is higher, and data needs to be generated through time sequences;
nevertheless, data generation for dynamic training can be more difficult and
costly than training a kinematics network. To reduce the burden of the data
generation process, the sim-to-real transfer learning introduced in this Ph.D.
thesis can also be applied as an interesting future work with extensions from
two perspectives. First, the simulator will be enhanced to generate dynamic
data. Actuation needs to be applied progressively and the velocity of each ver-
tex can be predicted using the principle of virtual displacements [169]. Second,
the better selection of a network structure can facilitate the purpose of sim-to-
real transfer of dynamics. For this goal, multi-layer LSTM networks combined
with a memory-less feedforward network can be used [170].

6.2.2 Learning for Shape Control in Soft Robotics

As defined in Chapter 1, tasks of soft robots can be conducted for the poses
of end-effectors in task space or on the whole body shape in configuration
space. In this thesis, the numerical solver for IK presented in Chapter 4 con-
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siders both cases by defining corresponding geometry-related objectives. This
solver is strengthened by a learning-based pipeline developed in Chapter 5 to
enable real-time IK computing speeds with enhanced accuracy. However, the
learning-based solver can only support the kinematics control in task space
(i.e., only the pose of the end-effector is controlled). The network struc-
ture presented in Chapter 5.3 meets the difficulties to extend to whole-body
shape prediction since configuration space contains extremely high degrees-
of-freedom. A fully connected neural network or simple LSTM network can-
not effectively learn the connection between actuator space and configuration
space from a small data set. To apply learning-based methods to model and
control the shape of soft robots, an effective representation of shape deforma-
tion with lower dimensions needs to be developed.

Shape learning has recently become an emerging research topic in the ge-
ometric modeling field. Gao et al [171] introduced variations of auto-encoders
to approximate a sequence of human body deformation from a limited number
of shape data as the key-frame. The network trained a low-dimension latent
space to represent the mesh, and the deformation was converted into a rotation-
invariant mesh difference feature to lower the difficulties in training. A similar
encoder-decoder network was developed by Soter et al [172] in which 2D im-
ages are taken as the input to describe soft robot shape under actuation. This
work also presents the usage of recurrent neural network to connect the signal
of the bend sensors with the pre-trained latent space. As a result, the sensor
signal can be used to predict the whole body shape of a soft manipulator. We
believe shape learning can become a useful tool for conducting high-level con-
trol in configuration space, and our simulator can efficiently generate shape
data for the training. Tasks like real-time collision checking, locomotion, and
choosing optimum sensor placements for soft robots can all benefit from this
learning pipeline.

In Chapter 5, we present the Jacobian learning method to evaluate the gra-
dient of the IK objectives (defined in task space) at real-time speeds. We have
seen differentiable simulators [103, 173] being conducted that can evaluate
Jacobians of objectives defined in configuration space by the gradient of sim-
ulators in an analytical form. As a result, the process for control and design
optimization can be highly accelerated. In this direction, making the geometry-
based simulator developed in this Ph.D. project differentiable also represents
interesting future work to support direct configuration space control of soft
robots.
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